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he impact of aggressive
T
campaign and massive
mobilisation by political parties
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K’s Cairn Energy Plc has
brought a lawsuit in a US
court that potentially can lead
to seizing of Air India’s overseas
assets such as airplanes to
recover USD 1.72 billion from
the Indian Government which
an international arbitration tribunal had awarded after overturning levy of retrospective
taxes.
Cairn on May 14 filed a
lawsuit in the US District Court
for the Southern District of
New York seeking declaration
of Air India as the “alter ego of
Indian Government” by virtue
of control and as a state-owned
company it “legally indistinct
from the State itself,” according
to a copy of petition reviewed
by PTI.
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ith corona cases spiraling
W
up by the day, Bengal
health data experts have start-

Covid-19 cases and 337 fatalities. This translates into a fatality rate of 5.22 per cent, which
is only behind Poland,
Romania and Mexico in the
global arena and way above the
other States in the country.
On Friday, Romania
recorded 105 deaths as against
835 fresh Covid-19 cases for a
case fatality rate of a whopping
13 per cent.
Romania is followed by
Poland which has a case fatality rate of 8.76 per cent. The
country recorded 3,289 cases
and 289 deaths on Friday.
Poland is closely followed by
Mexico which has a CFR of
8.56 pc (311 deaths and 3,632
cases).
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he Delhi Government is
T
setting up oxygen concentrator banks for patients in
home isolation. At least 200
oxygen concentrators will be
set up in each of the 11 districts
and oxygen will be delivered in
two hours to patients in need,
said Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on Saturday.
“Patients who are not
enrolled under the home isolation protocol of the Delhi
Government may call 1031
and avail the oxygen concentrator facility,” he said.
Kejriwal said, “If patients in
home isolation require oxygen,
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court in Geneva has fined
A
Indian
industrialist
Prakash Hinduja 157 million
francs (C1,270 crore) for tax
violations.
According to Swiss newspaper Gotham City and Le
Temps, the Geneva Court
imposed the fine on Hinduja
for claiming tax exceptions by
showing his Monaco residency, while he was actually living
in Geneva.
“The Geneva tax authorities suspect the billionaire of
Indian origin Prakash Hinduja
of staying in his villa in
Cologny (GE) until April 2018,
when he had officially settled
in Monaco in 2007,” reported
Gotham City.
“In July 2018, the Geneva
public prosecutor sought to
collect information on Prakash
Hinduja and members of his
family on behalf of the cantonal

tax authorities, in the context
of criminal proceedings,
according to a judgment of the
Federal Court rendered on
April 21 (5A_1042/2020).
In April 2019, the Federal
Tax Administration opened its
own investigation into this
case, which targets several individuals.
The following month, the
Geneva tax authorities declared
two receiverships, amounting
to 154 million francs for cantonal and municipal taxes, and
3 million for federal taxes”
reported Le Temps.
Hinduja Group controls
Ashok Leyland, IndusInd Bank
and Gulf Lubricants. The
Indian origin conglomerate
having business across the
world was started by late PD
Hinduja in early 1940s. The
Hinduja Group’s companies
are controlled by holding companies situated in tax havens
like Mauritius and Geneva.
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tate Chief Secretary Suresh
Chandra Mahapatra on
Saturday said the Government
has taken two major decisions
relating to Covid-19, one is to
procure a large quantity of
vaccines to ramp up the universal immunisation programme and the other to set up
a high-level advisory committee to suggest Covid response.
Mahapatra said that to
procure 3.80 crore vaccines, the
Odisha State Medical
Corporation (OSMC) has
already floated a global tender
and uploaded it in its website,
probably the first e-bid in the
country.
“If we get successful bidders by May 28 when the bids
will be opened, we shall be able
to purchase a large quantity of

S

corona in these States and
Union Territory.
The judiciar y, World
Health Organization, and
health experts have unequivo-

cally agreed that the electionrelated
mobilisation
paved the way for a later day
Covid-19 surge.
Here is a reality check:
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hen it comes to death,
Delhi has emerged as
one of the most favorite hunting grounds for cornavirus
across the globe. With a case
fatality rate (CFR) of more
than 5 per cent, the national
Capital is now only behind
Poland, Mexico, and Romania
on the daily casualty chart.
Delhi’s CFR is way above the
national average of 1.2 pc.
While the caseload continued to show a downward
trajectory across the country,
the rise in CFA is worrisome.
On Saturday, Maharashtra’s too
recorded a high CFA of 2.6 per
cent. The daily Covid-19 infections dropped further to 34,848
in Maharashtra, while the
number of daily deaths surged
to 910 in the State.
Delhi’s neighbour Uttar
Pradesh also recorded a relatively high case fatality ratio of
around 2 per cent. The State
logged in a caseload of 12,513
and a death tally of 281 during
the last 24 hours.
On Saturday, the national
Capital recorded 6,430 new

in Kerala, Tamil Nadu, West
Bengal, Assam and Puducherry
in the run-up to the Assembly
polls are seen as the principal
reasons for massive spread of

vaccines,” he said. The CS
announced that a high-level
advisory committee with eminent medical experts and scientists under the chairmanship
of Dr Srinath Reddy has been
formed to suggest the State
Government for ramping up
the vaccination programme
and what needs to be done to
face future waves when young
generations, especially children, may be affected.
The committee would suggest improved infrastructure
facilities, manpower deployment (both doctors and paramedics, etc.) Besides, the
Government expects the committee to analyse best practices
across the globe and suggest
suitable measurers to it for
implementation.
The committee, of which
the DMET will be the convenor, also includes Dr Devi
Shethy, Dr Ramakant Panda
and other experts. The
Government expects the committee would meet soon,
Mahapatra said. He also stated
that as the entire State is in

our team will ensure the oxygen concentrator reaches their
home within two hours. A
technician will also accompany the team who will explain to
the family members how to use
the oxygen concentrator.
However, our team of doctors
will first ensure whether the
person needs oxygen.”
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ed questioning whether
March-May electoral extravaganza played the main villain
in pushing up cases in the
State.
According to State
Government reports, while in
the second week of March
when election campaigns had
just started the rate of corona
infections was just about 3-4
per cent of the total RT-PCR
tests done, the figure leaped up
to 31 per cent in the first week
of May when the election
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process ended. “You do not
need rocket science to prove
that election rallies with thousands of people made a perfect
recipe for disaster and the disaster is in front of you to see
…Bengal had a pretty controlled affair till the month of
March and the cases started
jumping up with each electoral
phase…,” said Dr Kajalkrisna
Dey.

addressed a nationally televised Press meet to announce
the poll schedule for the
Assembly election to be held in
West Bengal, Assam, Tamil
Nadu and Kerala, and also the
Union Territory of Puducherry,
Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan
was in a relaxed mood.
Kerala had almost recovered from the Covid-19 cases
which shot up during the
Onam and Christmas festivals. Minutes before he left for
a public meeting at the Capital
city to launch the State-wide
election campaign of the
CPI(M)-led Left Democratic

Front, Minister for health KK
Shylaja mailed him the details
of the day’s Covid figures.
It read that the State had
diagnosed 3,671 new cases
while 14 deaths were recorded
from across Kerala.
The positive rate was 5.41
per cent. The figures, new
cases or fatalities, were comparatively lower than the
national average and the scenario on that Friday did not
warrant any apprehension,
member of the task force had
told him.
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amil Nadu
T
has seen both
the extremes of
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the pandemic
Covid-19 during
the last year. The
State succeeded in controlling the transmission of the pandemic in the initial
days when delegates of Tablighi Jamaat
congregation held at New Delhi returned
to Tamil Nadu in the first week of
March 2020. Though the pandemic
peaked by mid-2020 the total lockdown,
had helped the authorities in bringing
down the number of newly diagnosed
cases from 40,000 in mid-2020 to below
the 500 marks by February 2021.
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n February
26, when the
E l e c t i o n
Commission of
India announced
the schedule of
Assembly polls, the Union Territory of
Puducherry recorded just 29 Covid-19
cases and zero death.
The total caseload stood 39,669 and
the death figure at 667.
Ten and a half weeks down the line,
the UT has seen 60 times jump in corona cases. The UT is recording at an average of 1,800 new cases and 25 deaths
every day during the last week
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lived
little
cronavirus till the electioneering picked
up and leaders descended on the State
from all parts of the country amid massive mobilisation of people and resources
on the ground.
When the poll schedule was
announced on February 26, the State
recorded just 34 cases and one death in
a 24-hour period. People lived without
any fear of Covid, which was just beginning to show an uptick in other parts of
the country in the early second week of
February.
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s per traditions of the
A
Shreemandir, the constructions of chariots of Lord
Jagannath, His siblings Lord
Balabhadra and Devi Subhadra
commenced on Saturday amid
religious fervor on the auspicious Akshaya Tritiya on
Saturday. The day also heralded the 21-day-long Chandan
Yatra (boating) of the Trinity.
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Both the prominent rituals of
the deities on same day were
conducted with engagement

of a limited number of servitors
and officials due to the Covid
restrictions. No public was
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hubaneswar recorded
B
1,118 new Covid-19 positive cases on Saturday, with

Sundargarh, Nabarangpur,
Kalahandi and Nuapada. “We
should not take the situation so
lightly. At present, we have
about 15,000 people in hospitals; and out of them, 3,000 are
under critical care (ICU, ventilator support). Last year, only
8,000 patients were in hospitals
during the height of situation,”
Mahapatra informed.

allowed to visit the festival
sites. The district administration had earlier imposed
Section 144 of CrPc nearby the
Rath Khala (chariots making
site) and Narendra Pokhari
(pond) to restrict public entry.
The curfew was also in
force along the pathway from
the Shreemandir up to the
Narendra pond, where the
deities would foray for theritualistic boating.
In order to beat the summer heat, the deities visit the
Narendra Pokhari twice a day
on decorated palanquins and
there they bathe in sandal
water and then ride the boats.
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lockdown for 10 days now, it
has been found that the Covid
positivity rate has remained
stagnant or has slightly dipped
in at least 10 districts in western Odisha, where the cases
had surged first in 2nd wave.
The Government has a
close eye particularly on the
districts of Bhadrak, Balangir,
Deogarh, Gajapati, Sambalpur,

n February 26, 2021, while
O
then Chief Election
Commissioner Sunil Arora
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which the State capital city’s
total tally went up to 60,281.
The new cases included
944 local contacts and 174
quarantine cases. The local
contacts included 35 cases
from Laxmisagar, 33 from
Dumduma,
30
f rom
Chandrasekharpur, 20 each
from Jharpada and Badagada,
14 from Kalpana area, 13
from Bharatpur and 10 each
from Kharavel Nagar, Jayadev
Vihar, Mancheswar and
Baramunda.
Currently, the active cases
in the city stood at 11,683.
However, 851 patients recovered on the day, taking the
total recoveries to 48,286 in
the city.
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he Covid-19 positive cases
T
on Saturday breached the
6-lakh mark in the State surging to 6,00,492 with 11,805
more people testing positive
for the virus in all 30 districts
and the State pool.
And the State’s total Covid
casualties mounted to 2,294
with 21 more patients succumbing to the disease on the
day. Khordha district reported the maximum four deaths
followed by Angul with three

while two deaths each were
reported from Kalahandi,
Kendrapada, Puri, Rayagada
and Sundargarh and one each
from B oudh, Gajapati,
Koraput and Nuapada. Of the
11,805 new positive cases,
6,611 were detected from
quarantine and 5,194 were
local contacts.
Khordha district reported
the day’s maximum 1,414
cases followed by Sundargarh
with 1,209, Cuttack 1,197,
Angul 668, Sambalpur 553,
Jajpur
392, Puri 338,
Mayurbhanj 374, Kalahandi
377, Jharsuguda 327, Ganjam
331, Balangir 358, Nuapada
307.
Nayagarh and Dhenkanal
280 each, Jagatsinghpur 274,
Boudh 246, Nabarangpur 239,
Malkangiri 94 and Kandhamal
83. Besides, as many as 284
cases were traced from the
State pool. Currently, the
active cases in State stood at
1,06,471 and cumulative samples tested were 1,08,25,914.

At the Narendra pond, decorated boats had been already
prepared for the Chandan
Yatra. It is the second time the
famous Hindu shrine observed
its festivals without permission
for public darshan since the
outbreak of Covid 19. Last
year, most of the festivals,
including the RathYatra, had
been observed without allowing public.
Initially, the rituals of worship of three logs to be used in
chariots which were collected
from Dhaura trees had begun
in front of the Jagannath
Temple Administration (SJTA)
office.
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Covid-19 situation
Iing,ndia’s
remains hugely concernwith several States continuing to see a worrying
number of cases, hospitalisations and deaths, WHO chief
Tedros
Adhanom
Ghebreyesus said on Friday,
warning that the pandemic’s
second year will be “far more
deadly” than the first for the
world.
Ghebreyesus added that
the WHO is responding to the
Covid-19 surge in India and
has shipped thousands of
oxygen concentrators, tents
for mobile field hospitals,
masks and other medical supplies. “India remains hugely
concerning, with several
states continuing to see a
worrying number of cases,
hospitalisations and deaths,”
he said at the daily media
briefing. “And we thank all
the stakeholders who are supporting India,” the WHO
Director-General said.
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Q What is Nikki Aur Jadui Bubble

about?
It is a kids’ fantasy show where there
is the real world and the magical one
which merge together. Sometimes our
characters are in the real one sometimes
in the magical. It is about a girl, Nikki;
it’s her story. Her father is a great
magician and passes on his talent and
world to his father without him realising
this.
Q What’s your character here?
I play the grey shade here —
Jhanjharika. I am also a magician and a
powerful one at that amongst the women
in the world of magic. She was not always
evil but then a competition took place
and she lost. She wanted the coveted
bubble which has immense power and
the bubble went to Nikki’s father played
by Himmanshoo Malhotra. From here
on, my character becomes negative and
I become the evil witch and my job is to
trouble everyone.
Q How did you come on board the
project?
I was shooting for another project as
an assistant intern. But I keep getting
scripts since I have done other shows. I
have worked for Dheeraj Kumar earlier
as well and my experience was good and
saw no reason to say no. I went and gave
the audition. After three weeks I got a
confirmation call. But I was shooting in
Goa for a web series and told the team
that once I am done, I will be on board.
Q It is a kid’s fantasy show, are you
having lots of fun?
We had lots of fun. There are no
adults in the scenes with me. There are
adults but we are never in the same
frame. The good is that there is gossip,
the atmosphere is stress-free. There is a
negativity like there might be in other

adult shows — she got this costume, I
didn’t; she got this jewellery, I didn’t.
There is no such thing here. Kids are
natural, they have no pretense. They
come, shoot and go back to their studies.
We spent a lot of time together and
chatted and generally had fun. I learnt
a lot from them as well. They are so full
of energy.
Q Were there any challenges since you
are working with kids?
There were no challenges working
with the kids like I said the kids in the
show are extremely intelligent. I psyched
myself saying that it is a kids’ show so I
need to have patience working with
them. But they are quick learners. The
challenge came in the form of getting
into the look. I have two —one the
normal and the other the evil witch.
Switching and change in costume was
time consuming.
Q How did you get into acting?
I never had plans to get into acting.
Acting chose me. I was 12 when my
mother’s friend was coordinating for a
show — Tum Bin Jaaoon Kahaan on
Zee TV — that had a requirement for
a girl with curly hair. It was a show
by Aruna Irani Production
House. I went for the audition
and got selected. The minute I
stood in front of the camera they
chose me since I fit their character
to a T. I shot 70-80 episodes. But then
my Class VII finals came and I had to
leave the show. But I kept getting work
sometimes back-to-back.
Q Hero Bhakti Hi Shakti Hai was a role
you did and grabbed eyeballs. What
made the show popular?
It was one of the few superhero
shows. Back then, there was just
Shaktiman. Hero Bhakti… became
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a^[T
CP[ZX]VPQ^dc=hX\P³bRWPaPRcTaP]S
^]QPVVX]VcWTa^[TcWTPRc^ab_^ZT
PQ^dcWTaTg_TaXT]RT^UVXeX]VPbRaTT]
cTbcU^acWTUXabccX\TP]SbWPaTSWTa
cW^dVWcb^]Xc6XeX]VXcWTaQTbcbW^c
fXcWcWTWT[_^UPbcT[[PaSXaTRc^a0\Xc
:d\PaQhWTabXSTXcbdaTbTT\bcWPc
APX\PWPSPQ[Pbc^]bTcfXcWcWTRPbc
P]S_PRZTSP_d]RW^]cWTbW^fcWPcXb
P[[bTcc^ZTT_db^]cWTTSVT^U^da
bTPcb
>]PdSXcX^]X]VU^acWTa^[TP]SWTa
RWPaPRcTaAPX\PbWPaTb)°8]P[[cWTbT
hTPabX]cWTX]Sdbcah8WPeT]TeTaS^]T
PbRaTT]cTbcFWT]8[TPa]ccWPc0\Xc
fP]cTSc^S^PbRaTT]cTbcU^a\h
RWPaPRcTaX]2P[RdccP8UXabcPe^XSTSXcPb
8WPeTP[fPhbWPSP_W^QXP^UPdSXcX^]b
;PcTa8VPcWTaTS\hbcaT]VcWP]S
b^\TW^fSTRXSTSc^S^Xc8UXabccW^dVWc
8P\]TeTaV^X]Vc^VTccWXb_PacQdc
bda_aXbX]V[h8V^cPR^]UXa\PcX^]RP[[
Ua^\WX\X]PR^d_[T^USPhb8P\eTah
WP__hP]STgRXcTSc^QTP_Pac^UcWXb
bTaXTbFXcWP[[\hf^aZ8³eTP[fPhb
caXTSc^d]STabcP]ScWTeXbX^]^UcWT
SXaTRc^aP]ScWT]PSSTS\h^f]
X]SXeXSdP[Xchc^XcfWXRWWT[_b\TbcPh
U^RdbTS^]\hRWPaPRcTa<hSXaTRc^a
0\Xcc^[S\TfWPcWTTg_TRcTSUa^\cWT
RWPaPRcTaQdcPccWTbP\TPbZTS\Tc^
ZTT_XcaTP[P]SUTT[Xc7XbVdXSP]RTP]S
\heXbX^]WT[_TS\TVTccWTQTbc^dc^U
\T8cfPbbdRWPVaTPcTg_TaXT]RT
bW^^cX]VU^acWTbTaXTb±
CWT;Pbc7^dabcPabBP]YPh:P_^^a
BWPWP]P6^bfP\X:Pa\PCPZP_PA^QX]
CP\P]VP]SBWPh[TT:aXbWT]P[^]VfXcW
APX\PBT]8cfX[[TgR[dbXeT[hbcaTP\^]
0\Pi^]?aX\TEXST^Ua^\cWT<Ph #
!! X]\^aTcWP]!#R^d]caXTbP]S
cTaaXc^aXTb
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7XQP=PfPQPZP2?X]B^]hB01³b
9XYPYX2WWPc?Paa:^XX7PXfPbX]1PaTX[[h
fXcWWTaUP\X[hP]SUaXT]SbSdaX]V
AP\PiP]
6Tcd_R[^bTP]S_Tab^]P[fXcW7XQP
PbbWTVTcbRP]SXSPQ^dcWTaUPe^daXcT
AP\PiP]\T\^ahcWTU^^SbWT[^eTb
P]SW^fXbbWTb_T]SX]VWTaAP\PiP]
X]WTaW^\Tc^f]cWXbhTPa
CP[ZX]VPQ^dccWTW^[h\^]cW^U
AP\PiP]bWTbPXS)±8QT[XTeTcWT\^bc

0B8<A80ICDA=BA0??4A
WTWTPaccWa^Q^UcWTh^d]VVT]TaPcX^]0bX\
AXPiWPbPWdVTbda_aXbTX]bc^aTU^adbCWT
[XeTfXaTfW^WPbP\PbbTScWT[^eT^U_T^_[T
PbP]PRc^aP]SUTPcdaX]VPacXbcWPbhTcP]^cWTa
cP[T]ccWPcWTbcPVTbU^acWTf^a[S^]4XSAXPi
STQdcbfXcWPUXTahaP_cXc[TS1PRZC^BcPac
aT[TPbTSd]STa8]SXPb[TPSX]VaTR^aS[PQT[
B^]h<dbXR8]SXP
CWTcTPbTa^UcWTaP_cWPcSa^__TS]^c[^]V
PV^V^ccWT0bX\AXPib`dPSTgRXcTSbRP[X]Vd_
cWTP]cXRX_PcX^]Pa^d]SXcPbXcaT[TPbTbc^SPh
<PZX]VcWXbhTPab4XSb_TRXP[0bX\^_T]b
PQ^dcWXbbcadVV[TP]SWdbc[TX]WXbSTQdcPbP

C

aP__TacWa^dVWcWTb^]V1PRZC^BcPac WPbQTT]
_T]]TSP]S_TaU^a\TSQh0bX\
0bX\bPhb)°FTcPZTP[^^ZPa^d]SdbP]SfT
bTTcWPcTeTahcWX]VXbRWP]VX]VP]Sb^\dRW^U
cWTV^^SRWP]VTXbQTX]VT\QaPRTS8WPS1PRZ
C^BcPac fXcW\TbX]RT! $P]S8fP]cTSc^
_^[XbWXccX[[8fPbaTPShc^_dcXc^dccWTaTU^acWT
[XbcT]Tab8\eTah_d\_TScWPcXcbaT[TPbX]V<h
fXbWU^aTeTahQ^ShcWXb4XSXbc^WPeTcWTbcaT]VcW
c^T\QaPRTRWP]VTbP]SWdbc[TcWTXafPh
U^afPaS±
AT[TPbTSQhB^]h<dbXR8]SXP 1PRZC^BcPac
Xb]^fPePX[PQ[T^]P[[bcaTP\X]V_[PcU^a\b
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popular because
the story was
interesting
and
attracted the kids.
Also, every week there
was a new character
that kept the interest.
Kids back then
watched TV. Today,
they are glued to their
mobiles, video games
and social media.
Q Is there a role that
you hated doing?
No, not really. I
never put myself in a
position where I
ended up hating
doing something.
Acting is my profession.
If I don’t love I can’t do
justice to the
characters I have
done.
Q What
next?

Ph2P]]^]³b2X]STaT[[P UTPcdaX]VP]P[[
bcPaRPbcX]R[dSX]V6aP\\h]^\X]PcTS
bX]VTab^]VfaXcTa2P\X[P2PQT[[^8SX]P
<T]iT[P]S1X[[h?^acTafX[[[Pd]RWTgR[dbXeT[h
Pa^d]ScWTf^a[SX]^eTa!#R^d]caXTbP]S
cTaaXc^aXTb^]?aX\TEXST^cWXbBT_cT\QTa
CWTWXVW[hP]cXRX_PcTS\dbXRP[X]R^a_^aPcTb
_^_b^]VbUa^\R^]cT\_^aPahV[^QP[PacXbcb
P]S^aXVX]P[b^]VbQh2P\X[P2PQT[[^P]S8SX]P
<T]iT[
°2X]STaT[[P XbPR[PbbXRfTP[[Z]^fP]S
[^eTQdccWXbcX\TfXcWP\^STa]d]X`dTcfXbc
P]SbcPaaX]VcWTbT]bPcX^]P[2P\X[P2PQT[[^P]S
P]P[[bcPaRPbc?a^SdRTa9P\Tb2^aST]P]ScWT
UX[\\PZX]VcTP\WPeTcPZT]cWXbQT[^eTSUPXahcP[T
P]SaTeP\_TSXcfXcWPUaTbWT\_^fTaX]V
_Tab_TRcXeTcWPcfX[[aTb^]PcTfXcWPdSXT]RTbP]S
UP\X[XTbPa^d]ScWTf^a[SFTR^d[S]cQT\^aT

:

TgRXcTSU^a^daV[^QP[Rdbc^\Tabc^bX]VP]SSP]RT
P[^]Vc^SXaTRc^a:Ph2P]]^]baTX\PVX]PcX^]^U
cWXbR[PbbXRbc^ah±bPXS9T]]XUTaBP[ZT7TPS^U
0\Pi^]BcdSX^b
2X]STaT[[P XbP\dbXRP[[hSaXeT]Q^[S]Tf
cPZT^]cWTcaPSXcX^]P[bc^ahh^dVaTfd_fXcW>da
WTa^X]T2PQT[[^XbP]P\QXcX^dbh^d]Vf^\P]
fW^bTSaTP\bPaTQXVVTacWP]cWTf^a[SfX[[P[[^f
QdcfXcWcWTWT[_^UWTa5PQ61X[[h?^acTabWTXb
PQ[Tc^_TabTeTaTP]S\PZTWTaSaTP\bR^\TcadT
FaXccT]U^acWTbRaTT]P]SSXaTRcTSQh:Ph
2P]]^]fXcWR^eTab^Ub^]VbfaXccT]Qhb^\T^U
cWTc^_bT[[X]V\dbXRP[PacXbcb^UP[[cX\T
2X]STaT[[P WPbP]P[[bcPaRPbccWPcX]R[dSTb8SX]P
<T]iT[<X]]XT3aXeTa=XRW^[Pb6P[XciX]TfXcW1X[[h
?^acTaP]S?XTaRT1a^b]P]?a^SdRTabPaT;T^
?TPa[\P]9P\Tb2^aST]9^]PcWP]:PSX]P]S
BWP]]^]<R8]c^bW

A0B7<80634:0A142><4B20DB40<10BB03>A
UcTa\P]h1^[[hf^^SRT[TQaXcXTbQTX]V
cTbcTS_^bXcXeTU^a2^eXS (P]S
d]STabcP]SX]VcWTWPaScX\TbPRcaTbb
APbW\X0VSTZPa^_T]bd_PQ^dcSdch
c^fPaSbUXVWcX]VcWTSXbTPbT
P]SWT[_X]VcWTR^d]cahQh
QTX]VPRPdbTP\QPbbPS^a
0VSTZPaWPbQ[^f]cWTPdSXT]RT³b
\X]SfXcWWTaQaX[[XP]c
_TaU^a\P]RTCWTh^d]VP]S
cP[T]cTSPRcaTbbbcPacTSWTaPRcX]V
RPaTTaX]! &X]cWTfTQbTaXTb3Te
33BX]RTcWT]bWTWPb_[PhTSePaX^dbRaXcXRP[[h
PRR[PX\TSa^[TbX]bTeTaP[fTQbTaXTbP]S\^eXTb
2T[TQaXcXTb[XZTEPad]3WPfP]P]S:PacXZ0ahP]
WPeTP[b^Y^X]TSX]XcXPcXeTbPbRPdbTP\QPbbPS^abPaT
R^]caXQdcX]VSdaX]VcWTbTc^dVWcX\TbQhbWPaX]V
eTaXUXTSX]U^a\PcX^]fXcWcWTXaU^[[^fTabAPbW\X
0VSTZPaWTabT[UQTX]VP2^eXSbdaeXe^ad]STabcP]Sb
cWT]TTSc^bd__^ac_T^_[TPccWXbW^daP]SWPb

0

At present, I am
not willing to work on
anything due to the pandemic. I was even
scared to go out to buy groceries let alone
step out to shoot. But I am committed to
Nikki Aur… so I will shoot for it but no
new projects for the time being.

cWTaTU^aTQTR^\TcWTRPdbTP\QPbbPS^aU^acWT
RP\_PXV]5X]SP1TSCWTPRc^abPhb)°8]cWTbTc^dVW
cX\Tb\P]he^[d]cTTab=6>bbcdST]cb
T]caT_aT]TdabTcRPaTS^X]VP[^c^UVa^d]Sf^aZP]S
WT[_X]V_T^_[TX]]TTS8UP[[cWTbT_T^_[TPaTS^X]V
cWTPRcdP[WPaSf^aZcWT[TPbc8RP]S^XbP\_[XUhXc
0bPaTb_^]bXQ[TRXcXiT]XcXb\hSdchc^b_aTPS
PfPaT]TbbPb\dRWPb8RP]X]\hRP_PRXchSdaX]V
cWXbbTR^]SfPeT1TX]VP2^eXSbdaeXe^a\hbT[U8
Z]^fW^f\dRWXccPZTbPc^[[\T]cP[[hP]S
_WhbXRP[[h0]h^]TX]]TTS^UQTSbX]cWTXaPaTP^a
]TPaQhRP]dbTcWXbfTQbXcTfffUX]SPQTSX]c^
bTPaRWCWXbfX[[W^_TUd[[haTSdRTcWTbcaTbb^U
ad]]X]VUa^\^]TW^b_XcP[c^P]^cWTaX]P]
T\TaVT]Rh±
>]cWTf^aZUa^]cAPbW\X0VSTZPa_[PhTScWT
[TPSa^[TX]cWT<G_[PhTafTQbTaXTb8´\<PcdaT
fWXRWfPbRaXcXRP[[hPRR[PX\TSCWTh^d]VP]S
cP[T]cTSPRc^a\PSTWTaQXVbRaTT]STQdcX]
1^[[hf^^SfXcW0]SWPSWd]

A]R_J`fcDeRj2e9`^VDf_URj
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eXcP[_PacPQ^dccWXbbPRaTS\^]cWXb
UPbcX]VP]S_aPhX]VfWXRW\TP]b
XQPSPcQhZTT_X]Va^iPb P]SQhaTPSX]V
cWT@daP]FTRT[TQaPcTcWXb\^]cWQh
RWTaXbWX]VTPRWP]STeTah\^\T]cP]S
Qhf^abWX__X]V8cWX]ZXcXbTbbT]cXP[c^
WT[__T^_[TX]]TTSP]SS^RWPaXch<h
U^]STbc\T\^ahU^acWTW^[h\^]cW^U
AP\PiP]SPcTbQPRZc^cWTSPhb8
^QbTaeTS\hUXabca^iP8fPbTXVWchTPab
^[SP]SfPbbd_TaTgRXcTSPQ^dcXcFT
TPcb^\TST[XRX^dbSXbWTbcWXb\^]cW
P]ScWXbhTPa8P\X]1PaTX[[hfXcW\h
UP\X[hP]SUaXT]SbPUcTab^[^]Vc^
RT[TQaPcTcWT\^]cW^UAP\PiP]P]S4XS
8Pe^XSTPcX]VUaXTSU^^SPRa^bbcWThTPa
Qdc8VaPQPQXcT^Ub_XRhP]SUaXTSU^^S
c^\hWTPac³bR^]cT]cSdaX]VcWXbcX\T^U
cWThTPa<hUPe^daXcTbTWaX ST[XRPRhXb
ZWPY[P8[^eTc^TPcbfTTcSXbWTbPb8
WPeTPbfTTcc^^cW<haTb^[dcX^]U^a
AP\PiP]Xbc^S^\^aT^UXQPSPc±

0C70AE00B:B0CA82:H@D4BC8>=
B^]hB01bFPV[T:X3d]XhP¯

=PhX?TTSWX=PhT:XbbThR^]cX]dTbc^
ZTT_cWTPdSXT]RTV[dTSc^cWTbW^f
fXcWTgRXcX]VP]SaT[PcPQ[TSPhc^SPh
8]cWTd_R^\X]VT_Xb^STbfTbTTW^f
0cWPaePVTcbUadbcaPcTSfXcWWXb
_PaT]cbPbcWThZTT_RP[[X]VWX\P²ZXS³
X]RTacPX]bXcdPcX^]bQdc²^[ST]^dVW³
Pb_TacWTXaR^]eT]XT]RT^cWTafXbT
0cWPaePUTT[bWXb_PaT]cb³
QTWPeX^daXbd]UPXac^fPaSbWX\PbcWTh
RWP]VTcWTXabcP]RTPQ^dcWXbPVTP]S
\PcdaXchPRR^aSX]Vc^cWTbXcdPcX^]
fWXRWXaaXcPcTbWX\0bP_a^cTbccWT
X]]^RT]c0cWPaePSTRXSTbc^V^^]P
Wd]VTabcaXZTAPYTbWP]SEP]SP]Pcah
c^RP[\WX\S^f]P]SaT`dTbcWX\c^
]^cV^^]PWd]VTabcaXZTb^X]bcTPS
0cWPaeP_dcbPR^]SXcX^]cWPcU^acWT
]TgccWaTTSPhbXUP]h^]TaTUTabc^WX\
Pb²^[ST]^dVW³cWT_Tab^]fX[[WPeT
_TaU^a\P]PRc^U_d]XbW\T]cPb
STRXSTSQhWX\
CWT`dTbcX^]XbfX[[cWTFPV[Tb³
R^\Tc^PR^\\^]R^]R[dbX^]U^acWXb
_a^Q[T\^afX[[0cWPaeP³bUadbcaPcX^]
X]RaTPbT.FWPcXbcWT_d]XbW\T]c
0cWPaePWPbX]\X]S.
?PaXeP?aP]PcXTbbPhX]VcWTa^[T^U
EP]SP]PbPXS)°0bPacXbcbfTP[fPhb
T]STPe^dac^QaX]VPb\X[T^]cWT
UPRTb^U^daUP]bP]S8UTT[b^[dRZh
P]SQ[TbbTScWPcfXcWcWTa^[T^U
EP]SP]P8P\PQ[Tc^S^XcCWT
d_R^\X]VcaPRZXbeTahX]cTaTbcX]V]^c
^][hU^acWTZXSbfW^[^eTcWTbW^f
QdcP[b^U^acWT_PaT]cbPbfT[[FT
WPeTP[[UPRTScWXbbXcdPcX^]Va^fX]V
d__PaT]cbfP]cX]Vdbc^QTWPeT
\PcdaT[hX]RTacPX]bXcdPcX^]bP]S
T]Y^h[XZTPZXSX]RTacPX]^cWTaCWT
RWP[[T]VT_dcQh\hb^]0cWPaeP
f^d[SQTX]cTaTbcX]Vc^fPcRWP]ScWT
R[X\Pg^UcWPcRWP[[T]VTf^d[SQTeTah
X]caXVdX]VX]PfPhcWPcf^d[SaTeTP[P
SXUUTaT]cUPRTc^U0cWPaePFTP[[PaT
f^aZX]VeTahWPaSP]S_dccX]V^da
WTPacP]Sb^d[X]c^cWTT_Xb^STb8
f^d[S[XZTc^aT`dTbccWTPdSXT]RTc^
ZTT_fPcRWX]VcWTT_Xb^STbUa^\cWT
R^\U^ac^UcWTXaW^\Tb±
BWTTWP]:P_PWXTbbPhX]VcWTa^[T
^U0cWPaePbPXS)°1PRRWPhP1PSP.
CWXbXbPR^]UdbX]V`dTbcX^]P]ScWT
d_R^\X]VcaPRZfX[[PSSaTbbcWXb
SX[T\\PQaX[[XP]c[hCWa^dVW^dc^da
bW^fbY^da]ThfTWPeTP[fPhbcaXTS
c^QaX]VWXVW[haT[PcPQ[Tc^_XRbfWXRW8
UTT[WPbbcadRZcWTaXVWcRW^aSfXcW^da
eXTfTab5^aZXSb^U\hPVTcWXbXbcWT
QXVVTbc`dTbcX^]X]^da\X]SbP]SU^a
^da_PaT]cbcWThPaT_a^QPQ[hUPRX]V
bX\X[Pa`dTbcX^]bc^^7^ffX[[\h
_PaT]cbaTPRcc^cWXb`dTbcX^].CWT
d_R^\X]VT_Xb^STbfX[[d]aPeT[cWT
\hbcTah±

6XeTh^daBd]SPhbP_TaUTRcbcPacQhR^^ZX]Vb^\TST[XRX^db\TP[b7^fPQ^dc5[dUUh1P]P]P
FP[]dc?P]RPZTb^a0[\^]S2X]]P\^]CPacU^aQaTPZUPbc.7TaTPaTcWTaTRX_Tb
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8]VaTSXT]cb
<P_[TFP[]dc2aTP\)
Q !Rd_2P[XU^a]XPfP[]dcb
Q #Rd_fPcTa
Q cPQ[Tb_^^]_daT\P_[T
bhad_
Q #cTPb_^^]RX]]P\^]
?P]RPZTb)
Q \TSXd\bXiTeTahaX_T
QP]P]P
Q"#Rd_\X[Z
Q!cPQ[Tb_^^]b\T[cTS
QdccTa_[dbPSSXcX^]P[cPQ[Tb_^^]
U^abZX[[Tc
Q "Rd_[X`dXSTVVfWXcTb
Q Rd_U[^da
Q!cPQ[Tb_^^]bbdVPa
Q  !cTPb_^^]bQPZX]V
_^fSTa
Q !cTPb_^^]RX]]P\^]
Q #cTPb_^^]bP[c
Q "Rd_RW^__TS2P[XU^a]XP
fP[]dcb
?aT_PaPcX^])
QC^_aT_PaT\P_[TfP[]dc
RaTP\_[PRTP[[X]VaTSXT]cbX]P

b\P[[U^^S_a^RTbb^aP]S_a^RTbb
d]cX[[XVWcP]SU[dUUh
Q<PbWQP]P]PfXcWPU^aZX]
P[PaVTQ^f[P]SbcXaX]\X[ZP]S
\T[cTSQdccTaBcXac^VTcWTaSah

X]VaTSXT]cbX]P\TSXd\Q^f[P]S
bcXaX]c^QP]P]P\XgcdaTQTX]V
RPaTUd[c^]^c^eTa\Xg0UTf
b\P[[[d\_bPaT^Z
°2P[XU^a]XPFP[]dcb

0;<>=328==0<>=C0AC
8]VaTSXT]cb
Q Rd_P[\^]SU[PZT
Q $V\\^]PR^QXbRdXc
Q!V\RX]]P\^]_^fSTa
Q!V\UX]TbdVPa
Q!\[UaTbWRaTP\
Q%V\d]bP[cTSQdccTa
<TcW^S)
QA^PbccWTP[\^]SU[PZTX]
_aTWTPcTS^eT]Pc 'STVaTT
RT[bXdbU^a#\X]dcTb^acX[[
V^[ST]X]R^[^da
Q5^ac^UUTTbPdRT
RPaP\T[XbTbdVPaPSS#V\b^U
QdccTaU^[[^fTSQhRaTP\P]S
cW^a^dVW[h\XgXc
Q5^a\^]PR^Rad\Q[T
RadbWQXbRdXcbP]S\Xg!V\^U
QdccTafXcWXcb_aTPScWXb
\XgcdaTX]%X]RW\^d[SP]SQPZT
Pc %STVaTTRT[bXdbU^a \X]
Q8]PQ^f[\Xga^PbcTS
P[\^]Sb[XeTabP]Sc^UUTTbPdRT
P]S_^dacWXb\Xg^eTaQXbRdXc
Rad\Q[TX]cWT\^d[S
Q1PZTcWT\XgbTcX]\^d[S
X]P_aTWTPcTS^eT]Pc '
QBTaeT^]RTS^]TP]S
STVaTTRT[bXdbU^a $\X]
ST\^d[ScWTcPacbTaeTfXcW

eP]X[[PQTP]XRTRaTP\
°0[\^]S1^PaS^U2P[XU^a]XP

$OWKRXJKHYHU\SRVVLEOHFDUHDQGFDXWLRQKDVEHHQWDNHQWRDYRLGHUURUVRURPLVVLRQVWKLVSXEOLFDWLRQLVEHLQJVROGRQWKHFRQGLWLRQDQGXQGHUVWDQGLQJWKDWLQIRUPDWLRQJLYHQLQWKLVSXEOLFDWLRQLVPHUHO\IRUUHIHUHQFHDQGPXVWQRWEHWDNHQDVKDYLQJDXWKRULW\RIRUELQGLQJLQDQ\ZD\RQWKHZULWHUVHGLWRUVSXEOLVKHUVDQGSULQWHUVDQGVHOOHUVZKRGRQRWRZHDQ\UHVSRQVLELOLW\IRUDQ\
GDPDJHRUORVVWRDQ\SHUVRQDSXUFKDVHURIWKLVSXEOLFDWLRQRUQRWIRUWKHUHVXOWRIDQ\DFWLRQWDNHQRQWKHEDVLVRIWKLVZRUN$OOGLVSXWHVDUHVXEMHFWWRWKHH[FOXVLYHMXULVGLFWLRQRIFRPSHWHQWFRXUWDQGIRUXPVLQ'HOKL1HZ'HOKLRQO\5HDGHUVDUHDGYLVHGDQGUHTXHVWHGWRYHULI\DQGVHHNDSSURSULDWHDGYLFHWRVDWLVI\WKHPVHOYHVDERXWWKHYHUDFLW\RIDQ\NLQGRIDGYHUWLVHPHQWEHIRUH
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(GLWRU&KDQGDQ0LWUD5HVLGHQW(GLWRU631DQGD51,5HJQ1R25,(1*$,5685&+$5*(RI5H(DVW&DOFXWWD5DQFKL1RUWK/HK:HVW0XPEDL $KPHGDEDG6RXWK%DQJDORUH &KHQQDL&HQWUDO.KDMXUDKR'HOKL2IILFH1R%HKLQG*XODE%KDZDQ %DKDGXU6KDK=DIDU0DUJ1HZ'HOKL
3KRQH&RPPXQLFDWLRQ2IILFH)6HFWRU12,'$*DXWDP%XGK1DJDU833KRQH /XFNQRZ2IILFHWK)ORRU6DKDUD6KRSSLQJ&HQWUH)DL]DEDG5RDG/XFNQRZ7HOHSKRQHV
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mid the Covid-19 surge,
Union
Petroleum
A
Minister
Dharmendra
Pradhan on Saturday urged
Union Health Minister Dr
Harsh Vardhan to set up 19
more Pressure Swing
Absorption (PSA) medical
oxygen plants in Odisha.
In a letter, Pradhan sought
plants in 15 districts in addition to the 21 oxygen plants
being set up across various
districts of the State. Last
month, the Prime Minister
had accorded emergency
approval for installation of 551
dedicated PSA medical oxygen plants in public health
facilities across the country

from PM Care Fund in addition to the 162 PSA plants
allocated earlier. As per the
decision, 21 PSA plants are
being set up in various districts of Odisha; seven being
set up by DRDO, seven by
Ministry of Petroleum &

Natural Gas and seven by
Government of India,
Pradhan wrote to Vardhan.
However, in view of widespread impact of Covid-19
second wave in Odisha, more
districts need to be covered
and supported further, he
wrote. He requested for setting
up of additional 19 PSA medical oxygen plants in 15 districts as proposed by State
Government.
The districts are Baleswar
(2), Balangir (2), Cuttack (1),
Deogarh (1), Dhenkanal (1),
Ganjam (2), Jagatsinghpur
(1), Kendrapada (1), Khordha
(1), Koraput (1), Mayurbhanj
(2), Puri (1), Rayagada (1),
Sambalpur
(1)
and
Subarnapur (1).

8Ub`QbU^dc
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t was a 10-day struggle for life
on ventilator support by a
Inewborn
baby who finally
defeated corona at a private
hospital here. The baby girl
received treatment for another 10 days after being removed
from ventilator on Thursday.
Preeti Agarwal (29), wife of
Ankit Agarwal (32) of M
Rampur in Kalahandi district,
delivered her first child at a
hospital in Raipur of
Chhattisgarh district. A few

days after, when the couple
returned to their hometown,
the newborn suffered from
fever and did not breastfeed
properly.
When many of the family
members developed Covid-19
symptoms within a few days,
they all went for a test and
reports of all of them came out
positive.
Ankit’s father succumbed
to the virus while undergoing
treatment at a private hospital
in Bhubaneswar. Ankit was
also admitted to the same hospital, while his wife and sister
with mild symptoms were
under home isolation.
However, the infant
showed respiratory issues. She
was immediately rushed to a
hospital in Kalahandi and later
admitted to an isolation ICU of
a private hospital in

Bhubaneswar. She was put on
ventilator for 10 initial days.
After undergoing treatment
for another 10 days, the infant
recovered from the disease.
Dr Arijit Mohapatra, a neonatologist at the hospital, said the
baby recovering from the disease was nothing less than a
miracle.
“Gudia was referred from
Kalahandi with H/O fever,
poor feeding, seizures, severe
respiratory distress. Both of her
parents and many others in the
family had tested positive for
the virus.
It looked impossible for us
to save the baby. We put her on
ventilator for 10 days and gave
her Remdesivir, steroids and
antibiotics meant for newborns. Finally, she recovered
and was discharged in healthy
condition,” the doctor said.
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GP Abhay on Saturday
visited
Koraput,
D
Malkangiri and Nabarangpur

pprehending a huge shift of
the Covid-19 pandemic
A
from cities to villages, two
rural youths and artists, namely, Arun Kumar Sahu and
Suman Senapati from
Kanteikoli village of Hinjilicut,
have volunteered in spreading
awareness so as to prevent
people from getting infected.
Notably, Arun has already
been placed in prestigious the
Indian Book of Record for his
brilliant artistic talent in wood
work. During the ongoing
Covid-19 pandemic, the duo
made people aware of the virus
by making different cartoons
and displaying the same by
moving from one village to the
other.
These cartoons regarding
corona are made up of waste
materials. Suman is wearing the
cartoons. The unique mode of

districts and took stock of

Maoist activities and Covid
enforcement measures.In
Koraput, the DGP reviewed
the current Leftwing
Extremism (LWE) scenario,
Covid enforcement and bor-

Covid-19 awareness drive not
only has a sharp impact on the
villagers and but has drawn
many enthusiastic youths to
join. The local administration
has also appreciated it.
The awareness programme
started here on May 10 in the
presence of Hinjilicut BDO
Subrat Kumar Jena, Hinjilicut
IIC Abhimanyu Dash, and
Executive Officer Manoranjan
Sahu among others. Arun was
also assisted by the block staff
and Pravakar Sahu in the programme.

der sealing along the Andhra
Pradesh border. From April
1, the Koraput police has
acted against 4,382 mask
usage and social distancing
rule violators and collected
fine of Rs 1,88,690. He also
reviewed the enforcement at
the Sunki border along
Andhra and the Chandili border along Chhattisgarh.
The DGP also visited
Motu in Malkangiri district
and reviewed the anti-Maoist
operations, anti-cannabis initiatives as well as the ongoing
Covid enforcement drive and
implementation of lockdown
and weekend shutdown.
He urged the district SP
to intensify enforcement measures and ensure strict implementation of lockdown and
weekend shutdown.
Further, he called for
strengthening the vigil on
inter-State movement by
more stringent checks at border check-posts. The DGP

appealed to the Maoist cadres
to leave the path of violence
and join the social mainstream for peaceful development of the area.
At the Motu police station, he interacted with the
cops engaged in enforcement
duties and verified about their
wellbeing.
The DGP also visited the
MV 88 BSF Camp and interacted with the jawans. Since
April 1, the Malkangiri police
has acted against 2,479 mask
usage violators and collected
a fine of Rs 7,04,350.
L ater, Abhay visited
Nabarangpur district and
reviewed Covid enforcement
and other operational matters.
The Nabarangpur police has
acted against 3,965 mask
usage and social distancing
rule violators and collected a
fine of Rs.33,59,200. The DGP
also reviewed the border sealing arrangements on the
Chhattisgarh border.

?=BQ 17D10=4BF0A

he All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS),
T
Bhubaneswar, has invited applications for recruitment of candidates for 90 vacant Senior
Resident posts.
It will accept online applications between May 18 (10 am
onwards) and June 7 (till 5 pm).
The application fees for the
examination will be collected
from the candidates online,
based on their category:
For General/OBC category: Rs 1,500 For SC/ST/EWS
category: Rs 1,200 For PDW
category: No fee Candidates
must meet the following eligibility criteria: Should have a
postgraduate medical degree in
their respective disciplines
recognised by MCI/Institute of

National Importance. Should
not be above 45 years in age.
For selection, registered candidates will be evaluated in two
phases: written examination
and personal interview.
A written test will be conduction only if the total number of applications is thrice the
total number of vacancies. In
case, the number is less, written examination will be
skipped.
A merit list will be prepared after combining the candidates’ marks from both the
tests. However, if the written
test is cancelled, only the marks
from personal interview round
will be considered.
For further queries, visit
the official website of AIIMS
Bhubaneswaraiimsbhubaneswar.nic.in
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1WdQP]TbfPa) 1TRPdbT ^U cWT
[^RZS^f]DcZP[BP\\X[P]X\T\QTab
^QbTaeTS cWT QXacW P]]XeTabPah ^U
X[[dbcaX^db ²6XcP 6^eX]SP³ faXcTa
9PhPSTe^]BPcdaSPhX]cWTXaW^dbTb
DcZP[ BP\\X[P]X <P]RWTbfPa
8]SdbcaXP[ 4bcPcT QaP]RW _aTbXST]c
3X[[X_ 3PbWbWPa\P ^UUTaTS U[^aP[
caXQdcT c^ cWT _^Tc Pc cWT BP\\X[P]X
QaP]RW ^UUXRT P]S aTRP[[TS WXb
X\\^acP[ R^]caXQdcX^] BX\X[Pa
^QbTaePcX^]b fTaT P[b^ ^aVP]XbTS Qh
BP\\X[P]X \T\QTab =X\PX 2WPaP]
3Pb ?aPcP_ BfPX] BWTTcP[ 2WP]SaP
<^WP]ch 6^eX]SP BdQdSWX BXSSWPacWP BWP]ZPa 6Pa]PhPZ P]S <PWTbfPa
1XbfP[
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1aPW\P_da) CWT <P]Pe 0SWXZPa
BdaPZbWhP
<P]RW
<0B<
1aPW\P_da  ^aVP]XbTS P R^]S^[T]RT
\TTcX]V ^] 5aXSPh U^a aPcX^]P[Xbc
\^eT\T]c  [TPSTa P]S ^]T ^U PRcXeT
\T\QTab^U<0B<APYPBdaTbWfW^
SXTS ^U R^a^]P aTRT]c[h CWT \TTcX]V
fPb _aTbXSTS ^eTa Qh <0B<
R^]eT]^a PSe^RPcT 0QP]X 6PhP fW^
aTRP[[TS W^f APYP BdaTbW R^]cX]dTS
WXb UXVWc PVPX]bc bd_TabcXcX^]
fXcRWRaPUc P]S Q[X]S QT[XTUb BdaTbW
dbTS c^ eXbXc UPaU[d]V adaP[ PaTPb c^
R^]eX]RT _T^_[T PVPX]bc cWT Q[X]S
QT[XTUb7TS^]PcTSQ[^^SbTeTaP[cX\Tbc^bTaeT_T^_[TX]]TTS
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he Bhubaneswar Municipal
Corporation (BMC) on
T
Saturday extended its drive-in
vaccination date for beneficiaries above the 45+ age group.
So, such citizens who have
taken their first dose can
receive the second dose at the
designated locations in the city
from May 17 to 22 after booking slots. The link for booking

slots is: https://selfregistration.cowin.gov.in The booking
started at 6 pm on Saturday.
Daily, 500 slots will be available
from May 17 to 22.
The drive-in vaccination
programme is underway at the
parking lots of Esplanade One
Mall, Utkal Kanika Galleria,
Symphony Mall and Regalia
Mall and cricket ground of
KIIT University. As per the
guidelines, the beneficiaries

9´bdVdSP)%'_aXb^]TabcTbcE4
JHARSUGUDA: As many as
68 prisoners lodged at the
Jharsuguda Sub-Jail have been
found infected with Covid-19.
The jail authorities informed
that swab samples of 282
inmates had been sent for RTPCR test in phases and reports
of 68 of them came out positive.
The infected ones have been
kept in isolation in two separate wards. Meanwhile, the
entire jail has been completely

sanitised to prevent further
spread of the virus. Jharsuguda
district, which has been reporting a rising number of positive
cases in the second wave of the
pandemic, saw a spike of 327
cases on Saturday. Notably, on
Friday, 48 under-trial prisoners
(UTPs) of Brahmapur Circle
Jail were found positive for the
virus. A 100-bed Covid Care
Centre (CCC) has been set up
in jail premises for inmates.

d_S_\\USd[U^Te\UQV

will have to drive in their vehicles to these venues as per the
slots booked by them. They
need to visit the venue with first
dose acknowledgement/certificate for verification.
The vaccination will be
done at designated vaccination
points. After vaccination, the
citizens can drive out and wait
in waiting area of venues for 30
minutes for observation and
then can move out.
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hile the threat of coronavirus infection looms
W
large, schoolchildren were seen

*RYWGHFLVLRQ

#cTP\bc^T]bdaT82Dc^RaXcXRP[2^eXS_PcXT]cb
BHUBANESWAR: In view of
the rising demand for critical
care beds amidst the steep rise
in Covid-19 cases, the State
Government has constituted
four teams to ensure that only
critical patients are admitted to
intensive care units (ICUs) in
the Twin City.Additional Chief
Secretary, Health, Pradipta
Kumar Mohapatra on Saturday

said it has been observed that
many patients with stable
health condition are occupying
ICUs in Bhubaneswar and
Cuttack. The four teams will
visit all Covid hospitals in
Twin City to verify occupancy
of ICU beds and submit a
report in this regard by 5 pm
every day. This would ensure
admission of only critical

=8B70=?0CC0=08:Q 94H?>A4

n a significant step, the
Indian Government has
Iannounced
that all persons
above 18 years of age will be eligible to get Covid-19 vaccine
doses from May 1, 2021 but the
vaccine is a dream for the
youths of undivided Koraput
district.
While it's almost 14 days
since the announcement, till
date not a single youth of age
group 18+ has been vaccinated in these areas. Earlier, Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik too
had announced free vaccination for all people in the age
bracket of 18-44 years but later

the vaccination for the age
group was restricted in five
urban centres of Bhubaneswar,
Cuttack, Rourkela, Sambalpur
and Brahmapur due to low
supply of vaccines. One lakh
doses of Covishield were
received by State on Saturday
but vaccination was restricted
to those 5 cities.
Narayan Rao, a youth of
Jeypore, said, "As day by day,
the Andhra mutant of Covid 19
is spreading very fast and we
are in border of AP, we should
also be given priority and
included in the vaccination
drive."Padmanav Mishra said
Covid patients in Koraput are
increasing.
"As our district is covered
by three districts of AP,
Chhatisgarh and Telengana we
should not be neglected."
Besides we are inhabiting in an
area that is backward from
health point of view, he added.

?=BQ 1A07<0?DA

host of social organisations and individuals have
come forward to help the corona positive patients in home
isolation. City based social
socio-cultural organisation, the
Kalanjali Foundation
has asked the corona positive patients of Ganjam district
to contact them for food till
they are cured. “Our motto is
to reach and serve the helpless

A

patients placed in every nook
and corner of the district,” said
Raseswari
Nanda
of
Kalanjaliteam. Nanda said
that, the Government is there
to look after the lowermiddle
class, but we are doing for middle class family since they cannot share their feelings.
The Kalanjali volunteers on
call reach the patients in isolation and provide them cooked
food both for lunch and dinner,
she added. She informed that

kendu leaf in the
Phadi (kendu leaf
centre) under the
Forest Range,

patients in ICUs, he
added.Moreover, Government
has decided to increase the
number of ICU beds by over
400 in the State within a week,
Mohapatra
informed.
“Availability of beds, essential
medicines and oxygen is being
reviewed on a daily basis. The
beds will be increased further
if needed,” he said.
PNS
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collecting
Joradobra
collection
Kesinga

Bhawanipatna Division in
Kalahandi district. A video of
kendu leaf collection went viral
where High Shool and ME
School children are engaged in
the phadi which violated the
Covid guidelines as well as
child
labour
laws.
Schoolchildren were also seen
working in the Kutulupala
kendu leaf Phadi under the
Madanpur Rampur Range. In

she can be contacted at
9337299459.Similarly, noted
social worker Lion P Dharma
Rao, who is chairman of San
and Neel Foundation of Khalasi
Street, is in the limelight for distribution of oxygen cylinders
free of cost at the door steps of
the corona patients.
Now, he also has come
forward to provide cooked
food to the positive patients.
Rao distributed 50 home made
food packets to positive
patients on Tuesday. His contact number is 9040481224.
Advocate and secretary of
Ganjam Bar Association
Pradeep Kumar Behera
too came forward to take
the responsibility to distribute
food packets free of cost to
Corona positive patients who
are currently in isolation either
at home or at quarantine centres, particularly in the areas of
Gajapatinagar, Jayaprakash
Nagar, and near Biludhaba.

,Q.HQGUDSDGD
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the video, the children were not
able to say how much wage
would be paid for their six
hours of labour in the scorching heat.Ghasiram Bag, a ClassVIII student of Mohangiri High
School said he did not know
how much would be paid.
Lambu Kanhar, Class-VII student of Kutrupala village, said
he has been working in the
Phadi for the last three days but
was yet to know the cost of his
labour. Sources in the village
said these children have been
struggling for the sake of their
families’ livelihood.
While contacting the
kendu leaf officials several
times, no response was made.
Article 24 of the Constitution
states that no child below the
age of 14 years shall be
employed to work in any factory or mine or employed in
any hazardous employment.
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video of a Covid positive
patient admitted at the
A
Chhata-based Covid Care
Hospital has brought to the fore
negligence of patients by the
hospital staffers. One Umesh
Pradhan
(28)
under
Kendrapada block was admitted at the
Chhatta based Covid care
hospital bed no -67, three days
back. But later on Friday wee
hours, he developed breathing
problem as his oxygen level
went down.
Though he badly needed
an oxygen cylinder for his
treatment, but the Covid hospital staff treated him with
concentrator. He urged the
staff to treat him with oxygen
cylinder but in vain. Later,
Umesh posted a video by

?=BQ 10;4BF0A

n a tragic incident, three
youths were killed and two
Iothers
suffered critical injuries
bringing his sorry plight at the
Covid hospital in which he
alleged that he was not properly
attended. When the matter
came to the notice of the district Collector and Sub
Collector of Kendrapada, they
took prompt action.
Collector, Amrut Rituraj
and Sub Collector Niranjan
Behera, taking the matter seriously, directed the CDMO and
Nodal Officer of the Covid hospital for immediate attention to
the patient. Intellectual masses have condemned the callous
attitude of the hospital.

when a car by which they were
travelling fell off a bridge near
Birla Tyres here in wee hours
on Saturday. The incident took
place when they were on their
way to Bhubaneswar from
Baripada in Mayurbhanj district. The deceased were identified as Rabindra Sahu and
Santosh Panda of Takatpur in
Baripada and Pintu Acharya of
Chilima village under Khunta
police limits.The 2 injured
Sunil Mohanty and Abhishek
Das of Takatpur were rushed to
District Headquarters Hospital
(DHH) here for treatment.
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23 days, as many as 70 tankers so far to Maharashtra, while
were dispatched from Angul 399.282 MT of oxygen filled in BP\XcXbWXUcTS
FXcW[^PS^U
with 1,142.662 MT, 196 from 26 tankers have been disSXb_PcRW
Samiti. So the office bearers are
with 3,124.67 MT, patched to Chhattisgarh. As
""$'%#< Dhenkanal
not turning up for duty in the
185 from Jajpur with 3,782.947 many as 46 tankers have car- 0UcTa228V^Tbd]bPUT
organisation to evade arrest by
MT and 275 from Rourkela ried around 897.931 MT of
leaving the inmates to fend for
with 5,255.585MT. A total of oxygen to Uttar Pradesh and 56
C^ghVT]
them.
223 tankers with 4,386.679 tankers with 981.66 MT of
There was no security and
MT of oxygen have been sent oxygen have been sent to
cting on a direction of
CUTTACK: A total of 726 so far to Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh till date. 21 AChild Welfare Committee safety for the inmates of CCI.
tankers/containers carrying 181 tankers with 3,053.149 tankers with 392.76 MT of and district Collector, a team The CWC and the district
oxygen have been sent so far to led by Sub Collector Niranjan Collector took it seriously and
he Rourkela Steel Plant 13,305.864MT medical oxy- MT to Telangana.
Tamil Nadu has received 16 Delhi, four tankers with 107.89 Behera on Friday shifted 35 to ensure safety and security of
T
(RSP) set a new single-day gen have been dispatched
liquid medical oxygen (LMO) under supervision of the tankers filled with 312.36 MT MT sent to Punjab, six tankers inmates, including 15 girls of the inmates, shifted the
?=BQ :4=3A0?030
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he celebration of Eid-ul-Fitr
here at Kendrapada district
T
has become a low key affair as
the minority community
brethrens abided by the direction of the Government guidelines and avoided mass Eid
prayer gathering in view of the
Corona crisis.Most of the
Muslims performed special Eid
namaz and duha at theirhouses for the well-being of their
near and dear ones and prayed
Allah to save the whole world
from the global pandemic.
The Government as well as
the district administration earlier had directed that only five
persons will be allowed for Eid
prayers at a mosque, Eidgah,
Madrassa and Dargah and
whoever violates will be taken

0]^cWTa1T<2X]XcXPcXeT
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BRAHMAPUR: In a first, the
Berhampur
Municipal
Corporation (BeMC) has
decided to start Covid vaccination at doorsteps for senior
citizens in the city.
The vaccination at
doorstep for senior citizens
would begin from May 17
(Monday), informed the
Ganjam district administration on Saturday.
In fact, the civic body has
launched a series of initiatives
for citizens in the city during
the Covid pandemic. Recently,
a drive ‘Rajaswa Rath’ has been
rolled out in Brahmapur with
a purpose to ensure various
revenue services to beneficiaries at doorsteps during the
lockdown.
PNS

to task. “By obeying the direction, most of us performed special Eid prayer at the houses by
maintaining social distancing
and wearing masks,” stated Md
Niaz.
Several
Masjid
Committees and clerics had
appealed the people to offer
prayers at their respective home
to celebrate the festival at the
end of the month-long
Ramadan fasting.
Besides, they had urged
them to stay away from traditional shaking of hands or
hugging, said Salim Khan, a
senior BJP leader of district. To
avoid large congregations for
Eid namaz, most of mosques
had announced that special Eid
prayer will be conducted at 6
am which is too early than traditional prayers. The district
administration also deployed
police in mosques to ensure
strict enforcement of Covid
guidelines.

dispatch record on May 14 by
sending 28 tankers containing
499.16 tonnes of the lifesaving
gas. The highly motivated team
of the oxygen plants of RSP is
tirelessly working to expedite
the whole process right from
ramping up of production to
hassle-free safe loading and dispatch of the tankers on a
round-the-clock basis.
Notably, this month has
witnessed a record breaking
spree in terms of daily dispatch
of LMO from the RSP. The previous daily record dispatch of
474.16 tonnes had been
achieved on May 7. The steel
plant has supplied 4982.71
tonnes of LMO from May 1 to
14 at an average of 356 tonnes
per day. Since April, liquid
medical oxygen in excess of
7,859 tonnes has been supplied
from the RSP to various States
by tankers both by road transport as well as by rail.

Odisha Police so far from
Rourkela, Jajpur, Dhenkanal
and Angul districts to 13 deficit
States, said State police headquarters sources.During last

he national Capital reportT
ed 337 more coronavirus
deaths and 6,430 infections on
Saturday, even though the positivity rate hit 11.32 per cent.
These 6,430 new cases
came from 56,811 tests, including
46,774
RTPCR/CBNAAT/True Nat
tests. As many as 11,592 people recovered from the infection during the period, the
health bulletin said.
According to the bulletin,
there are 66,295 active cases
and 42,484 of the patients are
in home isolation. The number
of cumulative cases stands at
13,87,411 and the death toll is
at 21,244.As per the data, over
12,99,872 people have either
recovered, migrated or have

been discharged from hospital.
Of the 24,018 hospital beds for
coronavirus patients in the
city, 7,223 are vacant.
On April 22, a positivity
rate of 36.2 per cent, the highest so far, was recorded and the
highest number of deaths, at
448 was reported on May 3.
A senior Government official said that a team of officers
is working round the clock to
monitor the demand and supply of oxygen in the national
Capital. “Real-time monitoring
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he Jeypore Municipality is
drawing a lot of flak over
T
substandard quality of civil
works relating to black top (BT)
and cement concrete (CC)
roads.
A road work of Ward no 21
of 6th Lane of Powerhouse
Colony has led to public discontentment as no temporary
passage has been given to the
commuters.The locals have
complained that JE P Acharya

of oxygen tankers is being
done by the team formed by the
Government to mitigate the
challenges and obstacles in the
supply chain management of
oxygen in the national Capital.
The Delhi Government has
also deputed a team of officers
to each of the oxygen plants to
make sure that there are no
glitches and any administrative
obstacles in oxygen supply,” he
said.
The AAP Government has
not only ramped up testing but
has also worked relentlessly to
increase the number of beds
across Delhi during the lockdown. The Government is also
giving an aggressive push to the
vaccination drive, which will
further help bring down the
positivity rate in the coming
days.

has never visited to the site in
day time since the work has
begun and if anybody calls him
over phone he transfers the call
to the contractor and never
responds.
A local complained that the
work was intentionally delayed
so that when there will be
monsoon rain in June, there
will be no quality check of the
road quality. Besides, he alleged
that the plan of the road project is faulty as there is no provision for culvert. The road will

aryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar will
inaugurate three temporary
Covid care centres in
Gurugram on May 16 and 17.
With these three centres, 500
extra beds will be available for
the treatment of Covid patients
in the city.
Deputy Commissioner
Yash Garg said that Khattar will
inaugurate these hospitals at
the Tau Devi Lal Stadium in
Sector 38, Sector-67 and at the
Government Girls College in
Sector 14, during his two-day
visit to Gurugram.
Garg said that the 100-bed
hospital at the Tau Devi Lal
Stadium has been set up with
the help of the Vedanta Group.
It will have 80 beds with oxygen facility and 20 beds with
ICU facility. The Vedanta
Group has provided the medical equipment, while the doctors have been arranged by an

H

NGO called ‘Doctors for You.’
Apart from this, doctors from
the Civil Surgeon’s Office will
also be present there.
Similarly, the 300-bed
Covid Care Centre in Sector 67
has been set up with the joint
efforts of M3M, the CII, the
Indian Air Force and ‘Doctors
for You.’ The Chief Minister
will inaugurate both these facilities on May 16.
Apart from these, Khattar
will inaugurate a 100-bed temporary hospital in collaboration
with the Hero Group at the
Government College on May
17. This hospital has been built
in the college auditorium and
oxygen-rich beds have been
arranged for corona patients.
Here the district administration
will fulfil the requirement of
oxygen, but the Hero Group has
also made arrangements for 100
oxygen concentrators, medicines and doctors in collaboration with ‘Doctors for You.’ The
Civil Surgeon’s Office will be
supervising the operations here.

be washed away if there are
heavy rains, he told. According
to the sources the JE only visits the site at night and talks
with the contractors secretly. It
is alleged that there is nexus
between the duo.
The locals demanded the
higher authorities to immediately transfer the JE and post a
new JE who can strictly monitor the work, conduct a proper quality check of the road and
ensure the road work is completed before the rainy season.

inmates. On Sunday, the district administration is going to
shift 10 inmates of Old age
home of Lutheran Mahila
Samiti and will seal the organization, stated Sub Collector
Behera.
Notably, on April 5,
Chairperson of Odisha State
Commission for Protection of
Child Rights (OSCPCR)
Sandhyabati Pradhan had paid
a visit to the CCI to conduct an
inquiry related to a sexual
exploitation issue.
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he
Delhi
Police
T
Commissioner,
SN
Shrivastava on Saturday direct-

elhi Police has registered
D
17 First Information
Reports (FIRs) and arrested 15

ed to appoint officers in police
districts and units to connect
with families of deceased police
personnel to provide all possible help to their children and
family members.
During the weekly Crime
and Covid review meeting, the
CP also directed to take action
against black marketers, hoarders and covid-cheats. The CP
took stock of cases of hoarding,
black-marketing, over-charging
and cyber frauds during the
Covid second wave, terming
those involved in it as ‘enemies
of society’. Shrivastava also discussed the law and order situation and apprised that a High
Powered Committee has been
working on decongestion of
jails, so the district heads have
to personally supervise the

people for allegedly pasting
posters critical of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s decision to send Coronavirus vaccines abroad as part of India’s
“vaccine diplomacy.” The
posters, with the message
“Modiji humare bachon ki vaccine videsh kyu bhej diya
(Modi why did you send the
vaccines meant for our children
to foreign countries?)” were
pasted in several parts of the
national Capital.
According to a senior
police officer, on Thursday,
police received specific inputs
regarding the posters, following which police officials of all
districts were put on alert.
“Based on further complaints received by the police
across the city, as many as 17

that the Station House Officers
(SHOs) should personally
super vise deployment at
Oxygen Refilling Stations and
crematoriums.
“At time of lockdown we
must also pay attention to
crimes and unscrupulous activities in dense populated areas,”
said the CP.
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released criminals that fall
under excluded categories.
Shrivastava also directed
that local police and traffic formations on pickets should
remain vigilant to ensure that
unwanted elements do not
move freely.The CP also directed all senior police officials to
ensure optimal visibility and

Patatalipanka based-child care
institution (CCI) of Lutherna
Mahila Samiti to KoruabasedPallishree CCI for ensuring their safety and security.
The localtehsildar and the
Marshaghai PS IIC were in the
team, who went to shiftthe
inmates. According to official
sources, the Marshaghai police
have beenconducting investigation in a series of cases
including rape, sexual abuse
and minor torture cases pertaining to the Lutherna Mahila
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with 120.96 MT sent to
Karnataka, two tankers with
31.29 MT sent to Bihar and two
tankers with 39.42 MT sent so
far to Rajasthan.
PNS
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of medical oxygen. Similarly,
Haryana has received 109
tankers filled with 2,015.812
MT. 34 tankers with 566.671
MT of oxygen have been sent

FIRs were registered under
Sections 188 (disobedience to
order duly promulgated by a
public servant) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) and other
relevant Sections including
Section 3 of the Prevention of
Defacement of Property Act,
across various districts,” said
the senior police officer.
“More FIRs are likely to be
registered if further complaints
are received in this regard. As

of now, an investigation is
underway to ascertain as to on
whose behalf these posters
were being put up at various
places across the city and
accordingly further action will
be taken in the matter,” the officer added.
Giving the details, police
said three FIRs were registered in North East Delhi and
two persons were arrested from
there.
“Three FIRs were registered in West and another
three FIRs in Outer Delhi
while two FIRs were registered in the Central part of the
city and four persons were
arrested,” said police.
“Two FIRs were registered
in Rohini and two persons
were arrested, while one FIR
was registered in East Delhi
and four persons were arrested. One FIR was registered in
Dwarka and two persons were
arrested,” police said.
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he 40 farmers unions
protesting on the national
T
Capital’s borders have decided
to observe May 26 as a ‘Black
Day.’ The Samyukt Kisan
Morcha appealed to the people
to raise black flags over their
houses, vehicles and shops on
that day to mark six months of
protests against the Centre’s
farm laws.
One farmer leader, Balbir
Singh Rajewal, while addressing a virtual Press conference
said that May 26 will mark the
completion of six months of the
farmers’ protest and will also
mark seven years of the formation of the Narendra Modi
Government at the Centre.

“Farmers across the country and those sitting at the borders will observe Black Day. We
appeal to the people of the
country and also Punjab to do
so too. We will also burn effigies of Prime Minister Modi as
a form of protest,” said Rajewal.
He said that the
Government has not met the
farmers’ demands to repeal
the three farm laws and “with
the rising prices of fertilisers,
diesel and petrol, the farming
business is not feasible.”
A large number of farmers
reached Delhi’s borders on
November 26 after facing water
cannons and police barriers as
part of their “Delhi Chalo”
march against the Centre’s farm
laws.

Thousands of farmers from
across the country joined the
protest in the following months
at Tikri, Singhu and Ghazipur
borders around the national
Capital.
Hundreds of farmers have
been camping at Delhi’s borders since November 2020
demanding that the Farmers’
Produce Trade and Commerce
(Promotion and Facilitation)
Act,
2020,
Farmers’
(Empowerment
and
Protection) Agreement on
Price Assurance and Farm
Services Act, 2020 and the
Essential
Commodities
(Amendment) Act, 2020 be
rolled back and a new law
made to guarantee minimum
support price for crops.

Delhi Court on Saturday
issued ‘Non-Bailable
A
Warrant’ (NBW) against
Olympic medalist, Indian
wrestler Sushil Kumar, who is
absconding ever since his role
surfaced in a brawl that led to
the murder of a 23-year-old
budding wrestler. Sources said
that a reward is likely to be
announced on information on
his arrest.
“The Investigating Officer
(IO) Saturday moved an application before the court to issue
NBW against Sushil Kumar
and six others which was
approved,” said a senior police
official.
After the IO served notice
to Kumar to join the investigation, he switched off his

phone and has been on the run
since then. Police teams are
conducting raids in neighbouring Haryana and at his
friends’ residences.
Delhi Police on Friday had
written a letter to Delhi
Government stating that their
official, Sushil Kumar, and his
associate, Ajay Kumar, who is
a physical education teacher,
have been named by the victims and a departmental action
should be taken against them.
Kumar was appointed ‘Officer
on Special Duty’ at Chhatrasal
Stadium by the city government.
Sources said that Kumar, to
avoid arrest, is changing his
location quickly. It has been
learnt that Sushil left for
Haridwar and then Rishikesh
after the incident. He stayed at

an ashram in Haridwar and
later, he returned to Delhi and
is now constantly changing
locations in Haryana. He was
at a ashram in Sonepat two
days ago.
Last week, a 23-year-old
wrestler Sagar Dhankad died
and his two friends - Amit
Kumar and Sonu - got injured

after they were allegedly brutally assaulted by other
wrestlers in the parking of
Chhatrasal Stadium in the
northern part of the city.
A quarrel had taken place
allegedly between Kumar, Ajay,
Prince, Sonu, Sagar, Amit and
others in the parking area.
Thereafter, police registered a

case under relevant sections of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
and Arms Act at Model Town
police station in this regard.
The victims have alleged
that Sushil Kumar was present
at the spot when the incident
took place. The victims in their
statements have added that
Sushil and his associates
abducted Sagar from his house
in Model Town to teach him a
lesson for bad-mouthing him
in front of other wrestlers,
police said.
Police had apprehended
one Prince Dalal (24), a resident of Jhajjar in Haryana, in
this case, along with one double barrel gun. Police recovered
two double barrel guns, seven
live cartridges, two wooden
sticks and five cars.
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ormer Congress chief Rahul
Gandhi on Saturday called
for a national vaccine strategy
and claimed that the
Government’s “disastrous”
inoculation policy will “ensure
a devastating third wave” in the
country.
He also accused the prime
minister of making “mother
Ganga cry” after bodies of suspected coronavirus victims
were found floating in the
river.
“The Government of
India’s (GOI’s) disastrous vaccine strategy will ensure a devastating third wave. It can’t be
repeated enough - India needs
a proper vaccine strategy,” he
said on Twitter.
Tagging media reports
claiming that over 2,000 bodies have been found in 1140 km
area along the Ganga, he
alleged, “One who used to say
‘Ganga’ has called him has
made Mother Ganga cry.”
Rahul and the Congress
have been attacking the prime
minister and his government
over its vaccine strategy and
handling of the pandemic.
Senior Congress leader and
former Union Finance Minister
P. Chidambaram too slammed
the government over the
issuance of 1.23 lakh death certificates between March 1 to
May 10 this year in Gujarat and

F

said that government, in conjunction with some state governments, is suppressing the
actual numbers of new infections and Covid-related deaths.
“The increase was an
alarming number of about
65,000 death certificates. This
increase cannot be explained as
a natural annual increase in the
number of deaths. It can only
be attributed to a pandemic or
any other natural disaster,” the
Congress leader said.
Hitting out at the government, Chidambaram said that
the party’s suspicion on the
actual death toll were
confirmed by the fact that
hundreds of unidentified
bodies have been found
floating on the river Ganga and
nearly 2,000 unidentified bodies have been found buried on
the sands along the river
Ganga.
“We have a strong suspicion that the Government of
India, in conjunction with
some State Governments, is
suppressing the true numbers
of new infections and 18
Covid-related deaths,” he
alleged.
He said, “If our suspicions
are true, this is a grave misdeed

apart from being a national
shame and a national tragedy.”
C h i d a m b a r a m
said that Central government
and the Gujarat government
owe an explanation to the people of India. “We demand
answers and an explanation,” he
added.
Chidambaram also said
that the National Human
Rights Commission should
collect the true numbers from
every state about the death certificate issued last year and this
year.
In a separate tweet, Rahul
Gandhi appealed to people to
stay safe after cyclone Tauktae
warning was issued by the
government in many states. He
also appealed to Congress
workers to provide all assistance to those in need.
“May 15 Cyclone Alert has
been issued in Kerala,
Maharashtra, Goa, Tamil Nadu,
Gujarat and Karnataka.
Cyclone Tauktae is already
causing heavy rains in many
areas.
“I appeal to Congress
workers to provide all possible
assistance to those in need.
Please stay safe,” he said on
Twitter.
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nion Health Minister
U
Harsh Vardhan on
Saturday said India will have
51.6 crore Covid-19 vaccine
doses by July end including the
18 crore doses already administered.
Vardhan reviewed the public health response to Covid-19
and progress of vaccination
with Uttar Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh and
Gujarat.
These states are depicting
a higher growth rate in the
number of daily cases, rise in
positivity, high mortality and
saturation of healthcare capacity.
The Minister highlighted
the critical challenges faced by
the states.
Vardhan expressed a strong
view that the present plateauing of Covid cases should not
be taken as a sign for complacency but as a breathing space
to expand, revamp and
improve Health Infrastructure.
State health administrators
were advised to increase ICU

and oxygenated beds, undertake oxygen audits, take stock
of availability of medicines in
the state and strengthen their
medical workforce.
A common point of consensus among the state health
Ministers was that vaccines
had resulted in milder forms
of Covid thereby preventing
loss of precious lives.
Taking note of the fact that
all the states require more
vaccines to expand their vaccine coverage, Vardhan said,
“Production is being steadily
ramped up to cater to

increased demand while vaccines that are being produced
now continue to be equitably
apportioned and swiftly sent to
states/UTs.”
Detailing the ramping up
of vaccine production, he said,
“We will have 51.6 crore vaccine doses by the end of July
including the 18 crore doses
already administered. Sputnik
has been approved.
This along with the slated
approval of the new vaccine of
Zydus Cadila, Serum Institute
of India- Novavax vaccine,
Bharat Biotech’s nasal vaccine

s torrential rain and fierce
winds influenced by
cyclonic storm ‘Tauktae’ (pronounced as Tau’Te) in the
Arabian Sea have left a trail of
destruction in Kerala’s coastal
areas on Saturday, the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD) said the cyclone
‘Tauktae’ has intensified and
likely to intensify into a ‘very
severe cyclonic storm’ in the
next 12 to 15 hours with a wind
speed of 120 to 130 kmph gusting to 145 kmph. It is also
expected to move north northwestwards and cross the
Gujarat coast between
Porbandar and Naliya as a
very severe cyclonic storm
around May 18 afternoon or
evening. The IMD has placed
a ‘cyclone watch’ for south
Gujarat and Diu coasts.
This is the first cyclonic
storm this year as India fights
a deadly second wave of Covid,
which has led to a frightening
surge in the country’s caseload
over the last two months.
Many flights have been cancelled for Kerala, Mumbai, and
Ahmedabad due to bad weather on Saturday. Officials said
that Tauktae intensified very
rapidly from a depression to a
cyclone on Friday. “There were
two more cyclones in the past
with similar tracks. One in
1933 between May 13 to 19 and
another in 1975 between May
20 and 21,” he said.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has reviewed the preparedness of states, central
ministries and agencies concerned to deal with the situation arising out of cyclone
Tauktae and asked them to take
every possible measure to
ensure that people are safely
evacuated. He also called for

and the Genova mRNA vaccine will push the availability
of Covid vaccines to 216 crore
doses in the August-December
period.”
Union Minister of State for
Health, Ashwini Kumar
Choubey assured his colleagues in states that the Union
government will listen to all
their requirements and try to
fulfill them as per capacity.
States were advised to
ensure complete utilization of
available vaccination slots for
45+ age-group, health care
workers, frontline workers
with awareness campaigns for
conveying the importance of
completing the second dose of
vaccine.
It was reiterated that States
need to focus on reduction of
vaccine wastage as that will be
factored in subsequent allocations to that state.
States were advised to constitute a 2/3-member team at
State level on the lines of the
dedicated team at Union
Health Ministry to regularly
coordinate with manufacturers for timely supplies of vaccine through ‘other than government of India channel’ and
also to coordinate with private
hospitals for their procurement.
The Union Health
Ministry has already shared
the list of private hospitals
along with doses contracted
and supplied with state/UTs.
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ensuring maintenance of all
essential services such as
power, telecommunications,
health and drinking and their
immediate restoration in the
event of damages caused to
them, a statement said.
The IMD said the cyclonic
storm will be a very severe
cyclonic storm from May 16-18
and cross the Gujarat coast on
May 18. Along with Gujarat,
coastal areas of Goa,
Maharashtra,
Kerala,
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu
have been put on alert after the
IMD said the impact of the
cyclone will be felt in the
southeast, east-central and
northeast Arabian Sea,
Lakshadweep islands, Maldives
area, triggering heavy rainfall
in coastal and adjoining districts of all states.
“Very heavy to extremely
heavy rainfall “causing flash
floods and landslides” over
the coastal districts of Kerala,
Karnataka and Goa till Sunday
and Saurashtra, Kutch in
Gujarat on Tuesday and
Wednesday is expected, the
IMD has said. Fishermen have
been asked to avoid heading to
Arabian Sea till Tuesday,
tourism activities have been
restricted and necessary precautions have been advised
for naval operations in anticipation of rough sea. Tidal
wave of about 2-3 m above

astronomical tide is likely to
inundate coastal areas of
Morbi, Kutch, Devbhoomi
Dwarka and Jamnagar districts and 1-2 meters along
Porbandar, Junagarh, Gir
Somnath, Amreli, Bhavnagar
and 0.5 to 1m over the remaining coastal districts of Gujarat,
IMD has warned. The cyclone
is likely to cause rain - of varying intensity -in parts of Tamil
Nadu and Rajasthan too.
Due to the bad weather,
Air carriers like Vistara and
IndiGo have already issued a
travel advisory to passengers
travelling to and from
C h e n n a i ,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kochi,
Bengaluru, Mumbai, Pune,
Goa, and Ahmedabad. As per
the advisory issued by Vistara
on Saturday, flights to and
from
Chennai,
Thiruvanathapuram, Kochi,
Bengaluru, Mumbai, Pune,
Goa and Ahmedabad might be
impacted till May 17 due to the
adverse weather conditions
expected over the Arabian Sea
triggered
by
cyclone
Tauktae.Due to the adverse
weather conditions expected
over the Arabian Sea, flights to
and
from
Chennai,
Thiruvanathapuram, Kochi,
Bengaluru, Mumbai, Pune,
Goa and Ahmedabad are likely to be impacted till May 17,
2021,” it said. IndiGo also
issued a travel advisory stating
that flights to and from Kerala’s
Kannur.The airline tweeted,
“Travel Advisory: Due to
Cyclone Tauktae, flights
to/from Kannur are impacted.
You may visit Plan B to opt for
alternate options or get a
refund.”
According to the IMD,
over Devbhoomi Dwarka,
Kutch, Porbandar, Junagarh,
Gir Somnath and Jamnagar

districts of Gujarat extensive
damage is expected on May 18.
There could be total destruction of thatched houses or
extensive damage to kutcha
houses; some damage to pucca
houses; threat from flying
objects; bending/ uprooting
of power and communication
poles; major damage to kutcha
and pucca roads; flooding of
escape routes; minor disruption of railways; overhead
power lines and signalling systems; widespread damage to
salt pans and standing crops
etc. Similar damage is also
expected in Amreli, Rajkot
and Morbi districts.
Visuals showed that from
Thiruvananthapuram in the
south to Kasaragod in the
north, hundreds of families
living close to the sea have had
to abandon their homes and
rush to relief camps set up by
the state government in the face
of massive sea-incursions.
Several houses close to the sea
in districts like Kasaragod,
Kannur, Kozhikode, Thrissur,
Ernakulam and Alappuzha
have been partially or completely damaged by the impact
of the cyclone.
In cities like Kochi,
Kozhikode
and
Thiruvananthapuram, there
are widespread reports of
waterlogging due to overflowing drains and canals.
Rupturing of trees and electric
posts have resulted in
power outages and damage to
vehicles,
Airports Authority of India
(AAI) has took stock of the preparedness of western coastal
airports in. Southern Region
and Western Region airports
through a Video Conference
and directed the concerned
airports to take all precautions
and plan preparedness.
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mid estimates of prediction
of a third wave of Covid19, the CRPF headquarters has
directed its medical directorate
to prepare for this and keep the
infrastructure created during
the first wave of the pandemic as also the equipment fully
operational to face the eventuality.
The whole nation is hit by
the second wave of Covid
and the CRPF has also not
been left untouched by this.
During the course of the pandemic, the paramilitary has
put in all the efforts to
strengthen medical infrastructure which was developed during the first wave and
has succeeded to some extent,
officials said.
“Factoring in the prediction of the third wave, the
Competent Authority has
desired that top priority must
be given to maintenance of
infrastructure/equipment
developed so far and they
should be kept functional and
in working order, and regularly reviewed and audited in
a compact manner, a senior
official said.
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plea has been moved in the
Supreme Court seeking
A
directions to utilise PM Cares
Fund for the purpose of installation of oxygen plants, procurement of Covid-19 vaccines
and other essential equipment
at 738 district hospitals across
the country.
The plea added that it was
already announced on April 25
that PM Cares Fund would allocate money to set up 551 oxygen plants using pressure swing
adsorption at public health
facilities.
The plea has been filed by
advocate Viplava Sharma also
urged the top court to issue
directions to the states/UTs to
ensure that all the private/charitable hospitals within their
jurisdiction to procure, installed
and commissioned the subject
medical plant with essential
backups and thereby, have
become self-sufficient in having
more than adequate inhouse
basic and essential life support
service of medical oxygen within the shortest possible time.
The petitioner also sought

a stay on April 24 notification
issued by the Centre to the
extent it capped the exemption
from import duty granted to
medical equipment, for a period of three months.
The plea said: “Threemonth time period is too short
a period from the standpoint of
logistics involved in importing
these highly sophisticated medical equipment in India by over
300 concerned notable hospitals
throughout the country.”
“Pass appropriate urgent
directions to the respondents to
ensure forthwith setting up of
electric and all other kinds of
crematoriums in all cities within their respective administration and also they also forthwith
undertake
to
maintain/improve the existing
electric crematoriums all of
which have been used much
beyond their respective capacities and may soon get nonfunctional”, added the plea.
The plea also asked the top
court to direct states to set up
electric and other crematoriums
in all cities and additionally,
maintain and improve the condition of existing facilities.

ith 11 States reporting
over one lakh active
W
Covid-19 cases while eight have
active cases between 50,000
and one lakh and 17 have less
than 50,000 cases, India is presenting a mixed trend of Covid19 situation in the country even
as the Government on Saturday
asserted that overall, the situation is stabilising.
India in a day recorded
3,26,098 Covid-19 cases that
took the tally to 2,43,72,907,
while 3,890 new fatalities
pushed the death toll to
2,66,207.
The Central Government
officials at a press conference
here also took a dig at the Delhi
Government for reporting
Single-dose vaccination coverage among healthcare workers
below the national average of 89
per cent.
“ Single dose vaccination
coverage is 95 per cent in
Rajasthan, 96 per cent in
Madhya Pradesh and 99 per
cent in Chhattisgarh. In Delhi,
it stands at 78 pe cent, which is
11 per cent below the national
average. It should be taken to
above 95 per cent,” Dr VK Paul,

Niti Aayog (Health) member
said.
Similarly, he said, overall
single-dose vaccination coverage among frontline workers
stands at 82 per cent in the
country. It is 93 per cent in
Gujarat, 91 per cent in
Rajasthan, and 90 per cent in
Madhya Pradesh -- well above
the national average. He said, it
stands at 80 per cent in Delhi
which has been complaining of
shortage of vaccines for its citizens.
Talking about the overall
Covid-19 situation in the country, he said it is stabilizing and
the government will work
towards ensuring further stabilization.
“ Some states have shown a
clear pattern, in some states
there are concerns and in some
others there is a trend towards
an increase. It is a mixed picture.
But overall, the situation is stabilising and we hope and we will
work towards ensuring further
stabilisation and rapid decline of
this pandemic.”
He said that ten states
account for 85 per cent of the
total coronavirus cases in the
country.
The official said 11 states
have over one lakh active

A

COVID-19 cases, 17 have less
than 50,000 cases while eight
have active cases between
50,000 and one lakh.
Maharashtra,
Uttar
Pradesh,
Gujarat
and
Chhattisgarh, which are recording a high number of novel
coronavirus cases, are also
reporting decline in the number
of active cases.
Twenty-four states have a
COVID-19 positivity rate of
more than 15 per cent while
Delhi, Chhattisgarh, Daman
and Diu, Haryana and Madhya
Pradesh have reported a major
drop in case positivity, he said.
The active cases have
reduced to 36,73,802 and comprise 15.07 per cent of the total
infections, while the national
COVID-19 recovery rate has
improved to 83.83 per cent, he
stated.
Lav Agarwal, Joint
Secretary, Ministry of Health,
said a total of 18.04 crore vaccine doses have been administered so far in the country. This
includes 12.74 crore people
above the age of 45 years, 1.62
crore healthcare workers, 2.25
crore frontline workers and
42.59 lakh people between the
age of 18-44 years who have
received their first dose.
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ith the controversial
W
WhatsApp privacy policy coming into effect from
Saturday for its over 2 billion
users, including more than 400
million in India, industry
experts emphasised that the
Government must implement
stricter data privacy rules and
restrain the Facebook-owned
app as was done while banning
Chinese apps to protect the
sovereignty of the country.
Giving an interim solace
for those who do not accept the
new policy, WhatsApp has said
that its users will not immediately lose their accounts or face
curtailed functionalities on the
platform on May 15, but they
will have to eventually go
through limited functions if
they fail to accept the new
norms in the due course of
time.
On Thursday, a senior
Ministry of Electronics and
IT official said during an
Assocham event that the
Government is pro-actively
looking at a best possible action
over the new WhatsApp privacy policy.
MeitY Special Secretary
and Financial Advisor Jyoti
Arora stated that the ministry
is aware about the fact that
Germany has banned the privacy policy of WhatsApp.
“There is no judicial order
in favour of WhatsApp. In
view of the unlawful nature of
this privacy policy, the government should restrain
WhatsApp as was done while
banning Chinese apps to protect sovereignty of India,” said
Advocate Virag Gupta, who is
arguing K.N. Govindacharya’s
matter before the Delhi High
Court for disclosure of details
of designated officers of social
media companies.
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enior Congress leader and
former Union Finance
SMinister
P Chidambaram on

The headquarters has also
directed all the sectors, medical directorates and composite hospitals to take requisite
action and submit a report of
action taken for perusal of the
Director General Kuldiep
Singh, they said.
In a record of sorts, the
3.25 lakh-strong force has
completed the vaccination
against Covid-19 with both
the doses barring about 8,500
personnel who could not be

administered the doses due to
temporary postings or comorbidities. Those left from vaccination are being sought to
be inoculated in top priority
after stabilising their comorbidities fixing posting issues.
The CRPF is the lead
agency for counter-insurgency, anti-terror operations
and law and order duties. It
has a strong deployment in
Jammu and Kashmir, Naxalhit States and the Northeast.
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he medical cadets of the
armed forces commisT
sioned as Medical Officers on
Saturday have joined the battle
against Covid-19. They will be
leaving immediately to join as
interns in 31 Armed Forces
Medical Services (AFMS) hospitals across the country, which
are also designated for Covid
care.
The Defence Ministry said
110 medical cadets, including
21 female cadets, of the 55th
batch of the Armed Forces
Medical College were commissioned as Medical Officers
into the Armed Forces Medical
Services (AFMS) on Saturday.
The cadets were commissioned
by Commandant, AFMC Lt
Gen Nardeep Naithani in a
brief ceremony. Ninety four
cadets were commissioned into
the Indian Army, 10 in the
Indian Air Force and six in the
Navy. The Passing Out Parade
had to be called off for the first
time since 1982, keeping in
mind the Covid-19 restrictions.
In his commissioning

address, Lt Gen Naithani congratulated the newly commissioned officers for joining
AFMS which is the finest integrated medical organisation in
the country. He complimented
the parents of the students for
the success of their children. He
added that it has the unique
distinction of having the entire
batch that entered AFMC in
2016 graduating together with
100 percent success, which by
itself is the best tribute to the
teachers at AFMC.
The
Commandant
reminded the graduating batch
that they were joining the medical profession at a time when
the countr y was passing
through a difficult phase. He
exhorted them to use their
knowledge and skills acquired
at AFMC to provide the best
possible care to their patients as
they join the nation’s battle
against Covid-19.
Lt Gen Naithani expressed
confidence that given their academic rigour and training, the
newly commissioned Medical
Officers would always measure up to the highest standards
expected from military doctors.

Saturday slammed the Central
Government over the issuance
of 1.23 lakh death certificates
between March 1 to May 10 this
year in Gujarat and said that the
Government, in conjunction
with some State Governments,
is suppressing the actual numbers of new infections and
Covid-related deaths.
Addressing a press conference
here
virtually,
Chidambaram said, “On May
14, Divya Bhaskar, a Gujarati
language newspaper, published
a news story that sent shock
waves throughout Gujarat and
the country.”
He said that the thrust of
the story was that during the
period March 1 to May 10 of
this year (2021), Gujarat issued
about 1,23,000 death certificates as against about 58,000
death certificates issued during
the same period last year
(2020).
“The increase was an
alarming number of about
65,000 death certificates. This
increase cannot be explained as
a natural annual increase in the
number of deaths. It can only
be attributed to a pandemic or
any other natural disaster,” the
Congress leader said.
He said that the Congress
had independently verified the
two numbers referred to for the
period of 71 days.
“We have collected the
numbers from 33 districts
(including the cities), the sum
of the number of the death certificates nearly tallies with the
numbers published by Divya
Bhaskar -- 1,23,873 in 2021 versus 58,068 in 2020.
“During the period March
1, 2021 to May 10, 2021, the
government of Gujarat has
officially admitted to only 4,218
Covid-related deaths,” he said.
“The difference between
the increase in the number of
death certificates (65,805) and
the official Covid-related
deaths (4,218) must be
explained. It cannot be
explained as ‘natural annual
increase’ or ‘due to other causes’. We have a strong suspicion
that the bulk of the increased
number of deaths is due to
Covid and the state government is suppressing the true
number of 18 Covid-related
deaths,” Chidambaram said.
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mid a growing chorus over
the GST Council meeting
not being convened for over
seven months, the Union
Finance Ministry on Saturday
announced that the next meeting of the panel that decides on
taxes on goods and services will
be held on May 28.
After over a dozen central
and state levies such as excise
duty, service tax and VAT were
subsumed in a nationwide
Goods and Services Tax (GST)
in 2017, the Council, headed by
Union Finance Minister and
including representatives of all
states and union territories, was
mandated to meet every quarter to deliberate on issues at
hand.
The GST Council last met
on October 5, 2020 to finalise
contours of borrowings by
states to meet shortfall in tax
revenues. The meeting
got extended and ended on
October 12.

A

Union
Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
will chair the 43rd meeting of
the GST Council on May 28,
her office tweeted.
“Smt @nsitharaman will
chair the 43rd GST Council
meeting via video conferencing
at 11 AM in New Delhi on 28th
May 2021. The meeting will be
attended by MOS Shri
@ianuragthakur besides
Finance Ministers of States &

UTs and Senior officers from
Union Government & States,”
it said.
Opposition party-ruled
states have been complaining
about not holding the GST
Council meeting in recent
weeks. West Bengal Finance
Minister Amit Mitra earlier this
week wrote to Sitharaman seeking urgent convening of the
meeting to discuss the issue of
compensation shortfall to states

and other pending items.
“You are kindly aware that
the GST Council was mandated to meet once in every quarter. Unfortunately, this solemn
mandate has been violated
twice over, by not calling a
meeting of the Council for
two consecutive quarters - not
even virtually.
“This has undermined a
federal institution, where all
states are represented irrespective of political parties,
regions or size of population,
along with the Government of
India. I fear that not holding
meetings regularly also lead to
a trust deficit,” Mitra wrote.
When GST was implemented, states were promised
that they will be compensated
for any shortfall in tax revenues
arising out of their taxes being
subsumed in a national GST,
for the first five years.
This was to be done by levy
of a cess, on top of the GST rate,
on certain luxury and sin
goods.
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ower consumption in the
country grew by around 19
per cent in the first fortnight
of May to 51.67 billion units
(BU) over the same period last
year, showing recovery in
industrial and commercial
demand of electricity, according to the power ministry
data.
Power consumption in the
first fortnight of May 2020 was
43.55 BU. The power consumption in the entire month
of May last year was 102.08 BU.
During the first fortnight
of May this year (from May 1
to 14), peak power demand
met or the highest supply in a
day touched the highest level
of 168.78 GW (on May 6,
2021) and recorded growth of
over 15 per cent over 146.54
GW (peak met) recorded in
the same period in 2020 (on
May 13, 2020).
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ll India Power Engineers
A
Federation (AIPEF) has
written to Prime Minister

P

The power consumption
in April grew nearly 40 per
cent to 118.08 BU.
Power consumption in
April 2020 had dropped to
84.55 BU from 110.11 BU in
the same month in 2019, mainly because of fewer economic
activities following the imposition of lockdown by the government in the last week of
March 2020 to contain the
spread of deadly COVID-19.

The power consumption
also fell in May 2020 to 102.08
BU from 120.02 BU in May
2019.
Similarly, peak power
demand met or the highest
power supply in a day also
slumped to 132.73 GW in
April last year from 176.81
GW in the same month in
2019, showing the impact of
lockdown on economic
activities.

Narendra Modi and Union
Power Minister R.K. Singh
requesting that all the states be
directed to hold mass vaccination camps to cover electricity
personnel on top priority basis
and be treated as frontline
workers.
Shailendra Dubey ,
Chairman AIPEF said as many
as 1,000 power sector employees and engineers have succumbed to Covid-19 and more
than 15,000 have been infected from the virus.
In Maharashtra, a total of
more than 7,100 power
employees are Covid positive
and about 210 have died.
While, in Uttar Pradesh, more
than 4,000 power sector
employees are suffering from
coronavirus and there have
been 140 casualties.
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our pilots as well as cabin
crew members of SpiceJet’s
F
Delhi-Zagreb flight had to

NTPC has augmented COVID care faciliStiestate-owned
across the country and
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he fresh wave of Covid-19
in the country has pushed
up sales of medicines and
resulted in exponential growth
for the pharmaceutical sector.
According to total sales
audit data from world’s largest
pharmaceutical
market
research firm IMS Health, the
Indian Pharma Market (IPM)
grew 59 per cent yoy in April,
2021 vs 16 per cent yoy in
March, 2021 due to the low
base effect in April, 2020 and
sharp surge in Covid-19-relat-

T

ed sales.
On the MAT (moving
annual turnover) basis, IPM
grew 9.6 per cent, primarily
driven by pricing growth of 4.3
per cent and new product
launch growth of 4.6 per cent.
Volume growth was muted at
0.8 per cent.
According to a report from
Emkay Global Financial
Services, all major therapies
posted high double-digit
growth in April 21.
Within Chronic therapies,
Cardiac therapy grew 22 per
cent.

added more than 500 oxygen
supported beds besides 1,100
isolation beds at its plants in
different states.
The company has set up
COVID care centres with facilities of 200 oxygen supported
beds and 140 isolation beds in
Badarpur, Noida and Dadri, it
said in a statement.
It has also set up a 500-bed
COVID health centre at
Sundargarh in Odisha where
20 ventilators have been provided. “NTPC Ltd has added
more than 500 beds with oxygen support and more than
1,100 isolation beds across
plants in various states to provide support to the critical
COVID care,” the statement
said. Besides the COVID care
centres that are operational in
Dadri, Korba, Kaniha,
Ramagundam, Vindhyachal,
Barh & Badarpur, NTPC will

be setting up additional
facilities at North Karanpura,
Bongaigaon and Solapur as
well. Other hospitals are on
their way to increase the number of beds with oxygen facilities, it said. Meanwhile, NTPC
has inoculated over 70,000
employees and associates
across its operations. The massive vaccination drive continues across plant locations.
NTPC has also started vaccinating those who are in the
age bracket of 18-44 at many of
its plant locations. Vaccination
drives have been undertaken
across NTPC stations in coordination with respective state
administrations. The company
is running 24X7 control rooms
across plants for better coordination for patients across
sites which is coordinated by a
special task force.
The task force also helps
in coordination for hospital
beds and other treatment facilities across various empanelled and non-empanelled hospitals. The control rooms also
coordinate for procurement of
medicines, hospital equipment
and services.

reportedly spend 21 hours,
almost a day onboard the aircraft they operated from Delhi
to Croatian capital Zagreb this
Tuesday before flying the
Boeing 737 back home as there
was a sudden change in rules
making negative RT-PCR test
results mandatory for anyone
coming from India.
The crew were not allowed
to come out of the plane and
they conducted the return
flight to Delhi -- after the 21hour rest period -- without passengers or cargo. The two commanders and as many first
officers had to spend their layover inside the aircraft in
Zagreb airport before flying the
plane back to Delhi without
any passengers or cargo.
“Prior to departure from

India, email confirmation was
received from Croatian authorities that RTPCR is not
required for crew,” the airline’s
spokesperson said. SpiceJet
says the crew was on board for
21 hours.
On arrival in Zagreb on
Tuesday, the crew, including
four pilots, as well as cabin crew
members, was told that the

orders have changed. “Due to
sudden and massive increase in
COVID cases in India, they
were then instructed that
RTPCR test is required. This
came as a surprise,” the airline’s
spokesperson said.
SpiceJet had operated flight
SG-9035 on May 11 on DelhiTbilisi-Zagreb with two sets of
pilots, meaning four pilots. As

the crew had not undergone
the mandatory RT-PCR test,
Croatian authorities did not
allow them to alight from the
aircraft, said people in the
know.
Since the crew could not fly
back immediately due the
FDTL (flight duty time limitation) restrictions, bedding, food
and water was provided in the
aircraft, according to the
spokesperson.
“Aircraft was cleaned.
DGCA (Directorate General of
Civil Aviation) permission was
obtained. Crew rested in the
aircraft for 21 hours (as mandated by regulation).
The unfolding Covid catastrophe in India has seen some
countries suddenly change
their rules for crew and passengers from the country.
Sometimes these changes happen when aircraft are on their
way from India to those countries.
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he India Cellular and
Electronics Association
T
(ICEA) has welcomed the Rs
18,100 crore Production
Linked Incentive (PLI) scheme
that has been approved for
Advanced Chemistry Cell
(ACC) battery storage in the
country.
In a statement, ICEA that
represents mobile and component manufacturers such as
Apple, Motorola, Nokia,
Foxconn, Wistron, Flextronics,
Lava, Vivo and others, said that
it would promote newer and
niche cell technologies in the
country.
“We at ICEA believes that
the PLI scheme would give
thrust to ‘Make in India’ initiative and will attract huge
investments of Rs 45,000 crore
plus in the coming years. With
this push for ACC batteries, the
sector would witness robust
growth in the coming years,”
said Pankaj Mohindroo,
Chairman, ICEA.

ACC batteries are the new
generation of advanced storage
technologies which stores electric energy as electrochemical
and convert it back to electric
energy as and when required.
The ACC covers major
sectors, which are consumer
electronics, mobiles, electric
vehicles, advanced electricity
grids, solar rooftop etc.
Mohindroo said that we
need to work on securing the
raw material supplies for these
core technologies specially
lithium and cobalt.
“Our import burden of Rs
20,000 crore will also turn into
a big opportunity and would
make the country a major hub
in producing clean energy,” he
added.
The ACC battery storage
manufacturers will be selected
through a transparent competitive bidding process.
The manufacturing facility would have to be commissioned within two years. The
incentive will be disbursed
thereafter over five years.
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harti Airtel has rolled out a
range of Covid support iniB
tiatives for customers by leveraging its digital platform.
With this, the telco joins a
growing list of companies that
have introduced digital tools to
help people amid the deadly
second wave of the pandemic.
Airtel has integrated easily accessible bouquet of Covid
support resources and related
information in the Airtel
Thanks app’s Explore section,
the company said in a statement.
“Covid SOS aggregates
verified and updated contacts

for important supplies such as
medicines, oxygen, plasma
donors, ambulance, hospital
beds, and testing centres. With
a few clicks, the platform connects users to these service
providers/resources and tries to
ensure that users do not have
to waste precious time to access
this data,” the statement said.
The information available
on ‘Covid SOS’ is verified by
their teams,
it said and added the platform is powered by Airtel IQ.
“Airtel Thanks users can
also book a vaccination slot for
themselves and their loved
ones through the app,” the
statement said.
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erospace major Boeing has
tied-up with state governA
ments along with NGOs to set
up field hospitals in India to
treat Covid patients.
Accordingly, the aerospace
major has been in talks with
five state governments to provide such facilities in their
jurisdictions.
In the last few days, Boeing
India has reached out to UP,
Chhattisgarh, Karnataka,
Telangana and Tamil Nadu
state governments.
The initiative as part of
Boeing’s India Covid relief
commitment envisages setting
up of such facilities in each of
five states which are facing the
pandemic resurgence.
As part of the programme,
the funding, land and utilities,

facility, equipment, doctors as
well as medicines will be provided through a partnership
model by the joint effort of
Boeing, the concerned state
government and NGO partners, ‘Doctors for You’ and
‘Care USA’.
The state governments will
provide the infrastructure and
utilities while ‘Doctors for You’
will provide the medical infrastructure and staff.
The first such facility is
expected to come as soon as
possible.
“We are in conversations
with local and international
relief organisations to deploy
Boeing’s $10-million emergency assistance package to
support India’s Covid-19
response,” said Salil Gupte,
president, Boeing India.
“As part of that effort, we’re

working with medical, government and public health
experts across India to provide
relief, including medical supplies and emergency health
care to communities most
impacted.”
Last month, Boeing
announced a $10 million emergency assistance package to
support India’s Covid-19
response.
At present, Boeing has
3,000 employees in India.
The company develops,
manufactures and services
commercial airplanes, defence
products for customers in
domestic civil and military
sectors.Lately, India has been
heavily battered by record new
daily increases in coronavirus
infections, prompting lockdowns and restrictive measures.
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New Delhi:The annual general meeting of Jet Airways,
which suspended operations
more than two years ago, will
be held on June 8, according to
a regulatory filing.
The affairs of the full service carrier, which is currently undergoing an insolvency
resolution process, is being
managed by resolution professional Ashish Chhawchharia.
The meeting, scheduled to
be held on June 8, will consider and adopt the company’s
audited standalone financial
statements for the financial
year ended March 31, 2020
together with the reports of
auditors.
PTI
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n Israeli air raid in Gaza
City killed at least 10
Palestinians, mostly children,
early on Saturday in the deadliest single strike since the battle with Gaza’s militant Hamas
rulers erupted earlier this week.
Both sides pressed for an
advantage as cease-fire efforts
gathered strength.
The latest outburst of violence began in Jerusalem and
has spread across the region,
with Jewish-Arab clashes and
rioting in mixed cities of Israel.
There were also widespread
Palestinian protests Friday in
the occupied West Bank, where
Israeli forces shot and killed 11
people.
The spiralling violence has
raised fears of a new Palestinian
“intifada,” or uprising at a time
when there have been no peace
talks in years. Palestinians were
set
to
mark
Nakba
(Catastrophe) Day on Saturday,
when they commemorate the
estimated 7,00,000 people who
fled or were driven from their
homes in what is now Israel
during the 1948 war surrounding its creation. That
raised the possibility of even
more unrest.
US diplomat Hady Amr
arrived on Friday as part of
Washington’s efforts to deescalate the conflict, and the
UN Security Council was set to
meet Sunday. But Israel turned
down an Egyptian proposal for
a one-year truce that Hamas

A

rulers had accepted, an
Egyptian official said Friday on
condition of anonymity to discuss the negotiations.
Since Monday night,
Hamas has fired hundreds of
rockets into Israel, which has
pounded the Gaza Strip with
strikes. In Gaza, at least 126
people have been killed, including 31 children and 20 women;
in
Israel,
seven
people have been killed, including a 6-year-old boy and a soldier.
Rocket fire from Gaza and
Israel’s bombardment of the
blockaded Palestinian territor y continued into early
Saturday, when an airstrike on
a three-story house in a refugee
camp in Gaza City killed eight
children and two women from
an extended family.
Mohammed Abu Hatab
told reporters his wife and five
children had gone to celebrate
the Eid al-Fitr holiday with relatives. She and three of the children, aged 6 to 14, were killed,
while an 11-year-old is missing.
Only his 5-month-old son
Omar is known to have survived.
Children’s toys and a
Monopoly board game could
be seen among the rubble, as
well as plates of uneaten
food from the holiday gathering.
“There was no warning,”
said Jamal Al-Naji, a neighbour
living in the same building.
“You filmed people eating and
then you bombed them?” he
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ozens of Japanese,
American and French
troops landed amid pouring
rain from a CH-47 transport
helicopter onto a grassy field at
a training area in southern
Japan, part of Saturday’’s joint
scenario of defending a remote
island from an enemy invasion.
The three nations’’ first
joint drills on Japanese soil —
dubbed “ARC21” and which
began Tuesday — come as
they seek step up military ties
amid growing Chinese
assertiveness in the region.
Japanese soldiers and their
counterparts from the French
army and the U.S. Marine
Corps also conducted an urban
warfare drill using a concrete
building elsewhere at the
Japanese Self-Defense Force’’s
Kirishima Training Area in
the southern Miyazaki prefecture. Around 200 troops took
part in Saturday’’s exercises.
On Saturday, the three
countries were also joined by
Australia in an expanded naval
exercise involving 11 warships
in the East China Sea, where
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West Palm Beach (US): The
student reporter who gained
national acclaim when he interviewed President Barack
Obama at the White House in
2009 has died of natural causes, his family says. Damon
Weaver was 23 when he died
May 1, his sister, Candace
Hardy, told the Palm Beach
Post. Further details were not
released. He had been studying
communications at Albany
State University in Georgia.
Weaver was 11 when he
interviewed Obama for 10
minutes in the Diplomatic
Room on Aug. 13, 2009, asking
questions that focused primarily on education. He covered school lunches, bullying,
conflict resolution and how to
succeed.
Weaver then asked Obama
to be his “homeboy,” saying
then-Vice President Joe Biden
had already accepted.
“Absolutely,” a smiling
Obama said, shaking the boy’s
hand. He used that meeting to
later interview Oprah Winfrey
and athletes like Dwyane Wade.
“He was just a nice person,
genuine, very intelligent,”
Hardy said. “Very outspoken,
outgoing. He never said no to
anybody.” Weaver got his start
in fifth grade when he volunteered for the school newscastat K.E. Cunningham/Canal
Point Elementary in a farm
community on the shores of
Lake Okeechobee.
AP

tensions with China are rising
around the island of Taiwan.
The drills come as Japan
looks to bolster its military
capabilities amid a deepening
territorial row with China in
regional seas. Japan is increasingly concerned about Chinese
activity in and around
Japanese-claimed waters surrounding the Japanese-controlled Senkaku islands, which
Beijing also claims and calls
Diaoyu. Since the end of World
War II, Japan’’s constitution
has limited the use of force to
self defense. Japan in recent
years has continued to expand
its military role, capability and
budget.
Japan’’s Vice Defense
Minister Yasuhide Nakayama,
who observed the exercise,
stressed the significance of
French participation in the
joint exercises regularly held
between Japan and the U.S.,
and often with Australia.
“It was a valuable opportunity for the Japanese SelfDefense Force to maintain and
strengthen its strategic capability necessary to defend our
remote islands,” Nakayama
said.
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ran’s judiciary chief, a hardline cleric linked to mass exeIcutions
in 1988, registered on

0]8baPT[XPXabcaXZTWXcbcWTWXVWaXbTQdX[SX]VW^dbX]VCWT0bb^RXPcTS?aTbb´^UUXRTbX]6PiP2Xch^]BPcdaSPh

minutes of terror”, becoming
the second country in history
to have a rover on the red
planet.
The rover, Zhurong,
named after a god of fire in
Chinese mythology, successfully landed at the pre-selected area in Utopia Planitia on
Mars, the official Xinhua news
agency reported on the
Communist giant’s latest
achievement in its ambitious
goals in space.
The six-wheel solar-powered Zhurong rover weighs
about 240 kilogrammes and
carries six scientific instruments. It will be later deployed
from the lander for a three-

nalists at the Interior Ministry
as he registered. He vowed
that if he wins the June 18 vote,
corruption will be “dried up.”
“Those who founded and
partnered with the current situation can’t claim they can
change it,” Raisi said. “People
are complaining about the current situation. They are upset.
Their disappointment is on the
rise. This should be stopped.”
The 60-year-old sought to
strike a populist note, urging
the public to donate to his campaign and “turn their homes
into election headquarters” as
he wasn’t wealthy.
“We need individuals who
believe in change,” he said.
Raisi had been named as a
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United Nations: The UN chief
said foreign fighters and mercenaries remain in Libya in violation of last October’’s ceasefire agreement and called for
their withdrawal and an end to
violations of the UN arms
embargo, saying these are “critical elements” for lasting peace
in the north African country
and the region.
Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres said in a report to the
UN Security Council obtained
Friday by The Associated Press
that the smooth transfer of
power to a new interim government, which took power in
March, “brings renewed hope
for the reunification of the
country and its institutions
and for a lasting peace.”
But he said progress must
continue on the political, economic and security tracks to
enable elections to go ahead on
December 24. Libya has been
wracked by chaos since a
NATO-backed uprising toppled longtime dictator
Moammar Gadhafi in 2011,
and split the oil-rich North
African country between a
U.N.-supported government
in the capital, Tripoli, and rival
authorities based in the country’’s east, each backed by
armed groups and foreign governments.
AP
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hina on Saturday successfully landed a spacecraft on
C
Mars after surviving “nine
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said, addressing Israel. “Why
are you confronting us? Go and
confront the strong people!”
Shortly afterward, Hamas
said it fired a salvo of rockets
at southern Israel in response
to the airstrike.
A furious Israeli barrage
early Friday killed a family of
six in their house and sent
thousands fleeing to UN-run
shelters. The military said the
operation involved 160 warplanes dropping some 80 tons
of explosives over the course of
40 minutes and succeeded in
destroying a vast tunnel network used by Hamas.
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Saturday to run in the Islamic
Republic’s presidential election next month, a vote that
comes as negotiators struggle to
resuscitate Tehran’s nuclear
deal with world powers.
The cleric, Ebrahim Raisi,
is among the more prominent
hopefuls — he garnered nearly 16 million votes in the 2017
election. He lost that race to
Iran’s relatively moderate
President Hassan Rouhani,
whose administration struck
the atomic accord.
Raisi’s close ties to Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
and his popularity — due partly to his televised anti-corruption campaign — could make
him a favorite in the election.
Analysts already believe that
hard-liners enjoy an edge as
Rouhani is term limited from
running again.
The public has widely
grown disenchanted with
Rouhani’s administration after
2018, when then-President
Donald Trump unilaterally
withdrew America from the
nuclear deal.
Raisi, wearing a black turban that identifies him in Shiite
tradition as a direct descendant
of Islam’s Prophet Muhammad,
offered fiery remarks to jour-

month mission in search of life
on Mars’ surface.
Tianwen-1, consisting of an
orbiter, a lander and a rover,
was launched on July 23, 2020.
It was the first step in China’s
planetary exploration of the
solar system, with the aim of
completing orbiting, landing
and roving on the red planet in
one mission.
The China National Space
Administration (CNSA) said in
a statement that its rover has
successfully landed on Mars on
Saturday after “nine minutes of
terror”.
The lander, carrying a
Mars rover, touched down at its
pre-selected landing area in the
southern part of Utopia
Planitia, a vast plain on the
northern hemisphere of Mars,
at 7:18 a.M. (Beijing Time), the
CNSA said.

Paris: French riot police fired
tear gas and used water cannons Saturday in Paris as protesters supporting Palestinians
in the Gaza Strip defied a ban
on marching in the French capital. Hundreds of people
marched peacefully in other
cities in France and elsewhere
in Europe.
In Paris, protesters scattered and played cat-andmouse with security forces in

the city’s northern neighborhoods after their starting point
for a planned march was
blocked.
Paris police chief Didier
Lallement had ordered 4,200
security forces into the streets
and closed shops around the
kick-off point for the march in
a working-class neighborhood
after an administrative court
confirmed the ban due to fears
of violence.
AP
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Dubai: Saudi Arabia has called
for foreign ministers of the
world’s largest body of Muslim
nations to hold a meeting
Sunday. The gathering is to discuss Israeli acts of violence
against Palestinians and the
Israeli police’s use of force
against protesters at Al-Aqsa
mosque in Jerusalem.
The kingdom will host the
virtual summit, gathering ministers of the 57-nation
Organization of Islamic
Cooperation “to discuss the
Israeli aggression in the
Palestinian territory,” particularly acts of violence in the
vicinity of Al-Aqsa Mosque, the
body said Saturday.
The Saudi-headquartered
OIC includes countries Iran,
Turkey, Indonesia and a range
of Muslim majority nations.
The sanctity of Al-Aqsa
mosque, one of Islam’s holiest
sites, is a sensitive and emotive
issue for Muslims around the
world. The OIC was formed 51
years ago in response to a
Jewish extremist arson attack
on the Al-Aqsa Mosque in
east Jerusalem.
AP

ndian-American policy
expert Neera Tanden has
been appointed as a senior
adviser to US President Joe
Biden, two months after she
withdrew her nomination as
Director of the White House
Office of Management and
Budget due to stiff opposition
from Republican senators.
Tanden has been entrusted
with two tasks — launch a
review of the US Digital
Service, and plan contingencies
that could result from the
Supreme Court’s consideration of Republican lawsuits
seeking to strike down the
Affordable Care Act.
Tanden, 50, is currently the
president and CEO of a progressive think-tank, Center for
American Progress (CAP). She
expected to join the White
House team on Monday.
“Neera’s intellect, tenacity,
and political savvy will be an
asset to the Biden administration,” CAP founder and director John Podesta said.
He said the White House
has made remarkable progress
combating numerous once-ina-generation challenges —
from vaccinating millions of
Americans to delivering real

economic relief from the coronavirus pandemic, and from
strengthening the Affordable
Care Act to tackling climate
change.
“Many of these bold policy solutions, which have bipartisan support from voters
across the country, were developed and led by Neera at CAP
over many years. The administration’s efforts will be magnified with Neera Tanden on
the team,” Podesta added.
In March, she faced a
tough time for the confirmation of her nomination as
Director of the White House
Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) over her past

social media outbursts against
several lawmakers, including
those from her own
Democratic Party. She became
the Biden administration’s only
Cabinet nominee rebuffed by
the Senate.
Tanden previously served
as a senior adviser for health
reforms at the US Department
of Health and Human Services.
She worked with Congress and
stakeholders on particular provisions of former President
Barack Obama’s signature legislative achievement, the
Affordable Care Act.
Before that, Tanden was
the director of domestic policy for the Obama-Biden presidential campaign, where she
managed all domestic policy
proposals. Tanden also served
as policy director for Hillary
Clinton’s first presidential campaign. Before the 2008 presidential campaign, Tanden
served as legislative director in
Clinton’s office, and deputy
campaign manager and issues
director for Clinton’s 2000
Senate campaign.

possible successor to Iran’s 82year-old supreme leader, leading some to suggest he wouldn’t run in the race. His entry
immediately saw some hardliners announce they would
withdraw, raising Raisi’s prominence further among the candidates.
A February telephone survey conducted by the Chicago
Council on Global Affairs and
the Toronto-based organization
IranPoll found Raisi with an
approval rating of 27 per cent,
the highest among likely candidates. The survey found 35
per cent undecided; the poll
interviewed 1,006 Iranians and
had a margin of error of 3.09
per cent.
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acked as women’s cricket
team coach, WV Raman
has alleged that a “smear
campaign” against him has
gained unwarranted traction
and urged the BCCI president
Sourav Ganguly to stop it.
In a mail that has also been
marked to National Cricket
Academy head Rahul Dravid,
Raman wrote it will be
“extremely disconcerting” if his
candidature was rejected due to
reasons other than “my incompetency as a coach”.
In a surprising move,
Raman was not retained as the
head coach of the senior
women’s team by the Cricket
Advisory Committee (CAC)
which picked Ramesh Powar for
the top job.
It was under Raman that
Indian team cherished a runnerup finish at the women’s T20
World Cup last year.
“I presume you might have
been told different views about
my style of functioning and
work ethic. Whether those
views conveyed to the officials
of the BCCI had any impact on
my candidature is of no consequence now,” Raman wrote in
the letter.
“What is important is that
the smear campaign seems to
have gained some unwarranted
traction with some BCCI officials which needs to be halted
permanently. I am prepared to
give an explanation should you
or any of the office bearers
require it.”
He said he was not used to
“moaning and whining” but
was bringing up the issues in
case the BCCI president wishes to do a course correction.
“If I were to be rejected due
to my incompetency as a coach,
there is no argument on a judgment call at all. But what will be
extremely disconcerting is if my
candidature was rejected due to
any other reasons,” said the
former India opener who played
11 Tests and 27 ODIs between

tem have been highly accommodative to the extent of being
seemingly obsequious to an
accomplished performer for
years on end and if that performer feels constrained to
adhere to the culture, then I
would leave it to you to decide
if the coach was asking for too
much.
“In a coaching career spanning 20 years, I have always created a culture in which the team
always comes first and insisted
on no individual overriding
either the game or the team.”
He said “paying heed to
only one individual’s views
while disregarding everyone
else’s over a long period of time
has resulted in gaping holes in
the process and the system”.
“The time has come for you
two accomplished former legends to salvage women’s cricket falling which things could
gather momentum in the
wrong direction,” he warned.
“I have some suggestions
that might help in the improvement of women’s cricket. I will
be delighted to share those if
you are interested,” he signed
off.

S

1988 and 1997.
“Especially if it was due to
allegations from people who
were more focussed on achieving their personal objectives at
the expense of the overall
hygiene and welfare of the
Indian women’s team and the
pride of the country.”
The stylish former lefthanded batsman’s letter to the
two former captains is sure to
ruffle a few feathers given that
it has always been the coaches
who have either stepped aside
or sacked following fallouts
with players, most notably ODI
captain Mithali Raj.
While Raman’s letter didn’t
name anyone, it is understood
that he was writing about the
star culture that prevails in the
team, which he said is probably
doing more harm than good.
“If some people in the sys-
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ormer Australian captain
Lisa Sthalekar has claimed
F
that the B CCI neither
checked
on
Veda
Krishnamurthy after the twin
tragedies in her family nor
communicated to the
bereaved India cricketer its
decision to not consider her
for the upcoming tour of
England.
Earlier this month, the
flamboyant middle-order
India batter lost her elder sister Vatsala Shivakumar to
Covid-19, two weeks after her
mother succumbed to the
dreaded virus.

On expected lines, she
was not included in the
Indian Test and ODI team for
next month’s tour of the
United Kingdom, but ICC

Hall of Famer Sthalekar was
not convinced with the
BCCI’s handling of the whole
episode.
“Whilst not selecting
Veda for the upcoming series
may be justified from their
point of view, what angers me
the most is that as a contracted player she has not received
any communication from
BCCI, just to even check
how she is coping,” Sthalekar
said in a note on her Twitter
handle.
She added, “A true association should deeply care
about the players that play the
game... Not focus solely on
just the game at any cost. So

disappointed.”
Bengal’s wicketkeeperbatsman Shreevats Goswami,
who has also had stints in the
IPL besides representing the
country in the U-19 level,
backed Sthalekar.
Goswami said state cricket associations in India don’t
care about their players.
“I don’t think cricket
Associations caring about
their players are even thought
by the management in India,
Mental health & communicating with players on drawing a
future guide for their players
doesn’t even cross their mind,
I can say this for domestic
cricket,” Goswami tweeted.
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ookie wicketkeeper-batter
Indrani Roy from
R
Jharkhand was rewarded with
maiden Test and ODI call-up
for India’s tour of England next
month but senior left-arm
spinner Rajeshwari Gayakwad
missed out as she is recovering from Covid-19.
The
29-year-old
Gayakwad is also nursing an
injury.
The Neetu David led
selection panel made a course
correction with teen batting
sensation Shafali Verma and
seasoned pacer Shikha Pandey
making it to all three squads
after their South Africa home
series snubs.
“This time Neetu and her
colleagues didn’t go for any
outrageous experiments.
Shafali and Shikha were two of
the earliest names listed in all
three squads. There was one
Swetha Verma of UP whose
name was discussed but it was
found that she hasn’t even
scored 200 runs in a season,”
a source close to developments said.
Sneh Rana and Indrani
were two stellar performers
in the National One Day
competition and
thus got their
call-ups.
The
controversial picks of
the last time like
Monica Patel, C
Prathyusha have
been dropped from
the squad altogether in
the team selection
meeting which was
keenly followed by
BCCI
president
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ngland head coach Chris
Silverwood will take a break after
his team’s two Tests against New
Zealand, handing over the reins of the
ODI side to his assistants for the home
series against Sri Lanka and Pakistan,
starting late June.
Having been part of England’s
tours of Sri Lanka and India earlier this
year, Silverwood said he will take a
break to refresh himself before returning at the helm for the marquee Test
series against visiting Indians, starting
in August.
In Silverwood’s absence, his assistants Paul Collingwood and Graham
Thorpe will take charge of the ODI
team for one series each in the home

E

matches against Sri Lanka and
Pakistan from late June to mid-July.
“I’ll be passing the reins on for the
ODI series. It’s not fair on the players
if I am operating at less than 100% and
it is not fair on myself either,”
Silverwood was quoted as saying by

the British media.
“Thorpey will do one and Colly
will do the other and I’ll use it as my
break to refresh and get ready for what
is ahead of us,” he added.
After the two-match home Test
series against New Zealand, starting on
June 2, England will play 12 white-ball
Internationals at home. Their limited
overs home series against Sri Lanka
begins on June 23 with the first of the
three T20Is, followed by three ODIs.
Then, Pakistan’s tour of three
ODIs and as many T20Is begins on
July 16. This will be followed by a fivematch home Test series against India
beginning August 4, when Silverwood
will return at the helm of affairs.
After hosting seven Tests as well
as the 12 white-ball Internationals,
England is scheduled to tour Pakistan
and Bangladesh ahead of the T20
World Cup scheduled for October.
Joe Root’s Test team then travels
to Australia for the Ashes series, followed by a tour of the Caribbean at the
start of next year.
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ngland are unlikely to rush
their Indian Premier League
E
players straight from quarantine
to the Test squad against New
Zealand as they would be lacking red-ball practice, according
to reports.
This will mean that the
likes of Jos Buttler, Jonny
Bairstow, Chris Woakes, Sam
Curran and Moeen Ali, who are
serving a mandatory 10-day
quarantine after returning from
the currently-suspended IPL,
are likely to miss the two Tests
against NZ, starting on June 2.
Their isolation period
expires at the weekend, leaving
little more than two weeks
before the first Test at Lord’s.
“The timeline is considered too tight for the (IPL)
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ameron Bancroft, one of the
three central figures in the
C
infamous ball-tampering scan-

dal, says it is “self explanatory”
that apart from Steven Smith,
David Warner and himself,
=4F34;78) >[h\_XR6P\TbQ^d]S<2
Australian bowlers were also
<PahZ^\WPbR^\_[TcTSWTabTeT]SPhb
`dPaP]cX]T_TaX^SPccWT]PcX^]P[Q^gX]VRP\_ aware of the illegal tactics during the Newlands Test.
X]?d]TQdcfX[[bcX[[caPX]X]Xb^[PcX^]c^bcPh
Bancroft was caught on
bPUTbPhbPR^PRWPbb^RXPcTSfXcWcWTRP\_
camera using sandpaper on the
ball in the third Test against
WFI CANCEL SONEPAT CAMP
South Africa in 2018, a scandal
=4F34;78) CWT_[P]]TSRP\_U^aTXVWc
that had rocked Australian and
>[h\_XRQ^d]S8]SXP]faTbc[TabX]B^]T_Pc
WPbQTT]RP]RT[[TSSdTc^WPaS`dPaP]cX]TP]S world cricket.
In an interview with The
cWThfX[[X]bcTPScaPX]X]\d[cX_[T4da^_TP]
Guardian, asked if some of the
RXcXTbfXcWcWT]PcX^]P[UTSTaPcX^]P[[^fX]V
TPRW^UcWT\Pb_PaaX]V_Pac]Ta^UcWTXaRW^XRT bowlers knew what he was
doing, Bancroft replied: “Yeah,
look, all I wanted to do was to
IPL BEST IN WORLD: RIAZ
be responsible and accountable
;07>A4) ?PZXbcP]_PRTQ^f[TaFPWPQAXPi
WPbRP[[TS8?;X]R^\_PaPQ[TP]ScWT=^ C! for my own actions and part.
“Yeah, obviously what I did
UaP]RWXbT[TPVdTX]cWTf^a[SQdcPSSTScWPc
benefits bowlers and the awareQ^f[X]VbcP]SPaS^UcWT?B;XbcWTQTbc
ness around that, probably, is
self-explanatory,” he added.
OMAR BANNED FROM OLYMPICS
The Australian bowling
64=4E0) 0\TaXRP]caX_[TYd\_Ta>\Pa
attack in the Newlands Test
2aPSS^RZfPbQP]]TSU^a!\^]cWb^eTa
had comprised pacers Mitchell
\XbbTSS^_X]VcTbcbP]SfX[[\XbbcWTC^Zh^
Starc, Pat Cummins, Josh
>[h\_XRbP]S!!!f^a[SR³bWX_bX]>aTV^]
Hazlewood, Mitchell Marsh and
spinner Nathan Lyon.
AUSSIES MAY LAND IN SYDNEY
Bancroft, who is currently
<0;4) CWT0dbcaP[XP]R^]cX]VT]ccWPcfPb_Pac
^UcWT8?;fX[[aTcda]W^\TfXcWX]PSPh^acf^ playing for Durham in the
County Championship, said he
P]S`dPaP]cX]TX]BhS]ThfXcW1228[XZT[hc^
U^^ccWTQX[[U^acaPeT[`dPaP]cX]T 0VT]RXTb wanted to be “liked” by his team-

MARY’S QUARANTINE OVER

mates and in turn “lost control”
of his values.
“I invested too much to the
point where I lost control of my
values. What had become
important to me was being
liked, being well valued, feeling
really important to my teammates, like I was contributing
something by using sandpaper
on a cricket ball.
“That’s something I don’t
think I even understood until
that mistake happened. But it’s
part of the journey and a hard
lesson I needed to learn.”
The 28-year-old rued that
he was not able to make a better decision at that time.
“I guess one thing I learnt
through the journey and being
responsible is that’s where the
buck stops (with Bancroft himself). Had I had better awareness
I would have mad a much better decision,” said Bancroft.

Auckland: New Zealand batsman Devon Conway is
sprinkling kitty litter on practice wickets to simulate spin
bowling on the rough, hoping this will help him counter
the likes of Ravichandran Ashwin during the World Test
Championship final against India next month.
The 29-year-old has been named in the 20-member visiting NZ squad for the two-match Test series
against England. The squad will then be trimmed to 15
for the WTC Final in Southampton starting on June 18.
Conway, who impressed in his first International
season for his adopted home country last summer in
ODIs and T20s, says he has been sprinkling kitty litter on practice wickets to simulate spin bowling pitching in the rough created by bowlers’ footmarks.
“Basically the idea is to get the ball to sort of spit
out of the rough,” Conway, who has featured in three
ODIs and 14 T20Is for New Zealand, told Spark Sport.
Kitty litter is granulated clay which
absorbs waste products of pets like
cat or dogs.
“It’s a bit harder to play, but
good practice. It’s about finding
a gameplan to combat that and just
practice how you’re going to play
in the game,” said the left-handed
batsman.
“When it does roughen up
and the ball does spit and turn
a lot, it’s all about being positive.”
Conway said he didn’t
want to rely on just defending
against spinners. “If you’re
going to look to just defend
throughout, at some point
there might be a ball that’s
going to have your number.”
PTI

returning players, meaning calls
up are expected for the likes of
Ollie Robinson, Craig Overton
and James Bracey,” according to
a report in BBC Sport.
“While fitness levels could
be managed, the lack of red-ball
practice could be a concern —
particularly with other options
having spent several weeks competing in the County
Championship,” said another
report in The Independent.
Head
coach
Chris
Silverwood on Tuesday will
convene his first selection meeting since taking full control of
the process from Ed Smith.
England men’s cricket managing director Ashley Giles had
earlier hinted that players who
returned from the suspended
IPL are unlikely to feature in the
Test series against New Zealand.

Sourav Ganguly and secretary
Jay Shah.
Indrani was rewarded for
her string of scores which
included 103 against
Chattisgarh, 86 against
Karnataka and 49 against
Railways in the final.
Rana on her part was the
Player of the Final for her allround show while representing Indian Railways.
As expected Mithali Raj
will lead the team for the
one-off Test and three ODIs
while Harmanpreet Kaur will
take over the reins during the
three T20 Internationals.
SQUADS
Test & ODI: Mithali Raj (C),
Smriti
Mandhana,
Harmanpreet Kaur, Punam
Raut, Priya Punia, Deepti
Sharma, Jemimah Rodrigues,
Shafali Verma, Sneh Rana,
Taniya Bhatia (wk), Indrani
Roy (wk), Jhulan Goswami,
Shikha Pandey, Pooja
Vastrakar, Arundhati Reddy,
Poonam Yadav, Ekta Bisht,
Radha Yadav.
T20I: Harmanpreet Kaur
(C) Smriti Mandhana,
Deepti
Sharma,
Jemimah Rodrigues,
Shafali Verma,
Richa Ghosh,
Harleen Deol,
Sneh Rana,
Ta n i y a
Bhatia
(wk),
Indrani
Roy (wk),
Shikha Pandey,
Pooja Vastrakar,
Arundhati Reddy,
Poonam Yadav,
Ekta Bisht, Radha
Yadav, Simaran Dil
Bahadur.

MOTION PICTURE
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pposition to the Olympic
Games will be there amidst
O
a raging Covid-19 pandemic but
conducting the biggest sporting spectacle in Tokyo will
send out a strong message
that the world is moving
beyond the catastrophic situation, IOA President
Narinder Batra said on
Saturday.
The Tokyo Olympics,
which was scheduled to be
held last year, was postponed
because of the pandemic.
The Indian Olympic

0?

Association (IOA) President,
who is also an International
Olympic Committee (IOC)
member, is hoping that the
Games will be held as scheduled,
from July 23.
“Life has to move on and
conducting the Olympics will
give a strong message that we
have moved beyond the Covid19 pandemic,” Batra said.
“Opposition to the Games
will always be there but it is now
up to the organising committee
of Japan and IOC to decide.
“But as far as Indian athletes
are concerned we are taking all
necessary precautions and have

been preparing to the best of our
abilities to put up our best-ever
performance in the Olympics,”
the IOA chief added.
Batra’s comment has come
after critics from Japan on Friday
submitted a petition, calling for
the Games to be cancelled as the
host nation fights a fourth wave
of coronavirus infections.
The IOA chief assured that
the travel ban imposed on India
by Japan wouldn’t affect country’s participation in the Games.
Japan on Thursday suspended entry of foreign nationals from 153 nations, including
India in the wake of the recent
surge in Covid cases across the
globe.
“This is a temporary travel
ban which has been issued by
many countries but when it
comes to Olympics, there are
different protocols in place
which a member nation has
adhere to,” Batra said.
“I assure all the accredited
Olympics-bound Indian athletes that they will face no problem in entering Japan. There are
enough guarantees being
ensured by the Organising committee and IOC,” he said.
“There will be no restrictions for them.”
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he present scenario, with the rise in
Covid-19 cases and deaths, is nothing short of a nightmare. Most people are experiencing mixed emotions and a lingering feeling of, “I
don’t feel like doing anything”. This is not
only because of the news and information
overload on social media, but also the fact
that people are losing their near and dear
ones without as much of a hint.
The pain, overwhelm, fears, anger, social
isolation and uncertainty are not only impacting the youth but even the kids. The years
2020 and 2021 have changed not just how we
live or work but also how our children study
and play. While the working youth seem to be
grappling with the situation, whether it is loss
of a job, business, medical facility, or life, the
kids are a witness to it all. The impact is much
more than what meets the eye. The confused
feelings, unprocessed emotions, unclear
thoughts and panicky actions are leaving a
deep impact on our mental and emotional
health as well.
The immediate and the long-term mental
health impacts of the pandemic on the kids is
difficult to estimate. However, the cases of anxiety, stress and depression amongst children
between the age group of 5-16 years has seen a
huge spike in the last one year. While initially
they felt relieved with the online classes, the
severity of the pandemic and the impact of the
changes in their lives (and that of their parents) soon began to dawn upon them. The
common complaints that I get from parents
these days is lack of focus, lack of physical
exercise, over-eating, irritability, anxiety, bouts
of anger, fears and sadness in kids.
Ironically, all this is being experienced by
the parents as well. No matter how we conduct ourselves in front of our children, they
know exactly what is happening around us.
The TV, news, social media, conversations on
phone and with each other, the quarantine of
a family member, life-threatening situations,
the panic on our faces — they can sense it all.
The schools are rushing with the syllabus
online because the education of the child is
important but are we considerate towards
their mental health? How are the current
experiences and unprocessed emotions going
to impact these children as adults?
Our mental health impacts how we
respond, feel, think and act. Our behaviour,
decision-making and physical health is all
linked to our mental health. Hence, it is
essential to give love and assurance and
impart coping skills to not only the adults but
also to the children.
The pandemic has reshaped the world
beyond imagination. The suffering in India
has gone to the level of basic requirements of
food, shelter, medical facility and transport
not being met for a large part of the population. The situation is grim with high levels of
insecurity and chaos.
Of late, there is propensity for blame
towards the authorities. It’s never easy to lose
a loved one, never. The fear, anger, blame,
guilt — the whole gamut of emotions is all
justified. But what is also important is to
pause for a moment and accept all these emotions and begin to process them. Situation is
grim for everyone (in some way or the other).
What we need in today’s times is prayer, compassion, love and gratitude.
The impact of the pandemic on the youth
is disruptive. While they are actively helping
others, they are also simultaneously dealing

with immense emotional turmoil of their
own.
The fact is that as a country we do not
have a strong medical infrastructure vis-à-vis
our population. We all know this (we knew it
all along). But what we didn’t know is the
severity of the virus and how it could take
away our loved ones away from us, forever,
in a matter of hours. We are all guilty at
some level. We all have to take the
ownership for the present situation in order to change it.
Despite knowing the safety
protocol, a large part of the
population didn’t follow it. Do we
always need a lockdown to exhibit appropriate
behaviour? Do we know someone who doesn’t
wear masks, someone who went for the
Diwali party at a friend’s house with 20 others, someone who couldn’t wait to travel to
Goa, Kerala, Maldives, someone who refuted
the existence of covid all together?
Now is not the time to find faults with self
or others but to change the focus to what
good is happening around us and how can we
make it better. The brain is extremely powerful in amplifying whatever we focus upon. Till
we keep complaining about our present circumstances, our mind will focus on it. The
more we talk about it, write about it or feel
negative about it, the more we reinforce the
same neural pathways in our brain that keep
adding to the misery. To change this, let’s
focus on the good around us.
Look around, there are many people trying to help with oxygen cylinders, connections in hospitals for beds, arranging plasma,
food, support, counselling, therapies and
more. Not everyone is trying to bribe, blackmail or take advantage of the situation. It is
commendable how the youth is also coming
forward to offer assistance, structure communities and make a difference.
Research shows that over 70% of the
youth is deeply traumatised with the uncertainty the pandemic has created whether it is
with respect to life, relationships, social interactions, forms of expression, health and lives
of their loved ones or the disruption in future
prospects for education and employment for
the youth.
In addition to the grief and loss, there is
an impending feeling of doom as over 43% of
youth are uncertain about their future career
prospects. Many even contemplate suicide.
This darkness remains unnoticed as we are
fighting to survive this situation.
Despite all odds, the youth is stepping up,
raising their voice, offering support, structuring communities, enabling groups and volunteering in ways more than one to fight the situation.
While we should offer them social and
psychological support to deal with all this, we
should also come up with measures to protect
this generation from being permanently
scarred by this crisis — physically, mentally,
socially, emotionally, financially and behaviourally. Initiatives by the government as well
as private sector organisations will help in the
long run though immediate support in the
form of counselling, therapy, and open communication can go a long way.
The future of our nation lies with our
youth and it’s of grave importance that we do
not take this lightly by letting their life be in a
quandary.
There are many people bracing and surviving the virus amidst all the deaths, there

are many who are offering relentless care and
prayers for humanity at large There is help
and compassion in many places, if not all.
Hold onto that and allow yourself to be a conduit for more compassion, gratitude and assistance in any way possible instead of fear and
uncertainty.
Coronavirus is probably going to be here
for a long time. But we have to move beyond
it to create a life outside of it, responsibly.
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Some points to take into consideration are:
Process emotions, don’t vent nor bottle
them up: Allow open communication to
address the stressors. Listen and express
deeply without judgments and in case of
chronic stress or anxiety, seek support from
an expert.
O Respond, don’t react: There is already a
lot going on in everyone’s lives. Don’t snap at
people at home or even on other people’s
social media feed. We can share our views
without attacking others.
O Operate from love and compassion and
not fears and anger: Say a kind word, offer
support, just hold the space for others to be
themselves and accept the situation but do
not cause panic with minute-by-minute
update of statistics.
O Be responsible, not reckless: Follow the
safety protocol. Even if you have recovered
from Covid, do not act as if all is well. Our
actions inspire many others and by being
responsible we save not just ourselves but
many people around us. The parties, social
gatherings, important meetings, can all wait
or be done online. Life is precious.
O Help in any way possible, don’t panic:
When someone you know is in a crisis, get
valid connects, check the sources, be mindful,
take precaution, help in every way possible
and pray for the best. This is all we can do
O

currently. Also, limit the news and social
media intake to up to 15-30 minutes a day to
be well apprised of the situation and not be
engulfed by it.
O Do your bit, refrain from judging self
and others: Judgment only takes us away
from action thereby delaying results. Be
proactive and sensitive to the battles everyone
is going through.
O Take care of yourself: You can’t pour from
an empty cup. So, take care of yourself — eating habits, sleep, exercise, breathing and
mindfulness practices, get vaccinated and be
in the attitude of gratitude.
O Ask: “What can I do today to make a difference?” instead of complaining.
It’s imperative we come together from the
space of love, compassion and gratitude to
fight the pandemic. There’s no other way.
No act is small. No prayer is negligible.
No support is trivial. Looking around and
complaining and blaming will only cause
more pressure on our emotional, mental and
physical well-being.
Operate from awareness and take care of
self and others. We are undeniably in a crisis
and there are faults at every level — from the
root to the top. However, this is not the time
to find faults and indulge in blame-game.
It’s time to focus on “what can I do to
make a difference today?” and then purely
from a space of compassion, ACT; without
worrying about the results.
Will we able to save the world? I don’t
know. But what I do know is that with that
one act a day, and thirty acts a month, we all
can create ripples of change. It all matters.
Choose change over complaints. We always
have a choice.
The writer is a renowned Psychotherapist
& the founder of Gateway of Healing
and Life Artistry
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antra is a sound, a certain utterance or a
syllable. Today, modern science sees the
whole existence as
reverberations of energy, different levels of vibrations. Where ever there is
a vibration, there is bound to be a
sound. That means, the whole existence is a kind of sound, or a complex
amalgamation of sounds — the whole
existence is an amalgamation of multiple mantras. The yogic scriptures
often compare mantras to a boat or a
bridge that an aspirant can use to cross
the sea of delusion created by the
external world, which we call Maya,
and to reach the centre of consciousness within. Yogis say that a mantra
is like an eternal friend who accompanies the meditator even after death,
lighting the path in the realm where
the light of the sun and the moon cannot penetrate.
In understanding what a mantra
is and how a Mantra works, it is helpful to look at its translation. The word
mantra is derived from two Sanskrit
words, the first part is man, which
means mind; and the second part is
tra, which is the root of the Sanskrit
word meaning tool or instrument. A
mantra is therefore literally, an instrument or tool of the mind that helps us
to concentrate, intensify and spiritualise our consciousness.

M
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Chanting silently in the mind in a
meditative pose helps increase the
aura.
At gurukuls, students were taught
higher-order mantras that were specifically created by sages of ancient India.
Mantras generate sound vibrations
that add to the aura or energy levels
of those who recite them. The mantras

of the Buddhist, Christian, Islamic,
Jain and other faiths, also fall into this
category. However, mantras can be
used positively as well as negatively.
Positively, they can be used to heal,
defend against spiritual attacks and
strengthen one’s aura. They also form
a telepathic connection between the
seeker and the collective power of the
deity or concept to which they are
attributed. If the mantra is attributed
to planets, it will connect to their rays
as well. For example, the guru mantra
will connect to the power and concept
of guru, including the rays of Jupiter.
If the mantras are attributed to a
deceased saint, they will home in to
his energy field, which exists in an
ethereal dimension.
Mantras would be used in specific circumstances and were to be
recited while sitting in a specific
asana or seat. For example, the
Gayatri Mantra was best recited while
seated on a kusha grass mat or deerskin. The more advanced version of
the mantra, known as the Mahagayatri
Mantra, was to be recited while
immersed in water. Several such permutations and combinations are
usable in mantra vidya (the science of
mantras). The intent of such technicalities is to ensure that the energy
vibrations of the mantras are optimally absorbed by the human body and
little is dissipated into the atmosphere.
A part of the dissipation adds to the
aura or energy of the location. Some
of it would be absorbed by the asana
or seat. It is for this reason that asanas
are bad conductors of electricity, that
neither absorb nor discharge it quickly. As it is not possible to perform all
the suggested asanas on animal skins,
we use blankets, pure cotton sheets or
cotton mattresses, instead.
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A Japanese scientist, Dr. Masaru
Emoto, conducted an interesting
experiment on the effect that sound
vibrations had on water. Emoto
observed that when water was
exposed to music from Bach and
Mozart, beautiful crystals formed in
it. But when negative intentions were
directed its way, the water formed
malformed crystals. He concluded
that sound is vibration; and positive
sounds have healing energy. His
research also showed that thoughts
emit vibrations at frequencies we are
yet to determine, and they too have
the power to heal. The question that
begs an answer is: ‘How do mantras
work?’
The knowledge of sound affecting
matter is not new. Chanting mantras
has been a part of Indian spiritual
practices for thousands of years. The
ancient rishis (sages) of India had a
deep awareness of the potency of
sound.
According to Quantum
Physicists, whether audible or not,
everything has a sound, a distinct and
unique vibration. This sound is
called resonance, the particular frequency at which an object naturally
vibrates. In his book ‘Silent Pulse’,
George Burr Leonard writes, “At the
heart of each of us, whatever our
imperfections, there exists a silent
pulse of perfect rhythm, made up of
wave forms and resonances, which is
absolutely individual and unique, and
yet which connects us to everything
in the universe.”
Sanskrit, the language in which
many powerful mantras are composed, is described as a vibrational
language. The ancient Indian spiritual masters devised mantras to vibrate

at particular frequencies. Each mantra
is composed to have a distinct effect.
When you chant a mantra, you send
vibrations into the universe which creates a powerful ripple effect. Mantra
recitation also helps you tune in to the
universal sound that began creation
and is still vibrating — the Anahat.
Scientific research suggests, chanting
mantras causes the left and right
hemispheres of the brain to synchronise. It also helps oxygenate the brain,
reduce our heart rate, blood pressure
and assist in creating calm brainwave
activity.
Mantras can rearrange your molecular structure and adjust your experience through the subtle vibrations
the chanting causes in your being.
This re-alignment allows you to experience the benefits of the vibration.
The more focused you are in chanting a mantra, the greater will be its
impact on your consciousness. When
you think negatively, you create a subtle vibration with the negative thought.
The longer you think negatively, the
more damaging it is for your mind
and body.
With every passing day, there is
more scientific data to corroborate
what the ancient rishis had a deep
understanding of — sound has power.
Words and thoughts, spoken and
unspoken, are potent tools. Being
aware of this will allow you to pay
close attention to the things you say
and think of yourself, and how these
words and thoughts, especially the
negative ones, impact you. This awareness may serve as a trigger to change
the negative patterns into positive
ones. It may also help you to let go of
habits that impede your spiritual
growth.
CWTfaXcTaXbcWTPdcW^a^U7X]V^aXBdcaPb
bTaXTb^Ub_XaXcdP[Q^^Zb

et’s be honest to admit that we have not been able to
handle the pandemic as effectively as we should have
and perhaps could have. While citing reasons may produce long list of responses that were found missing, if we
try to get to the roots, we may come to just one conclusion.
More than anything else it was a failure of character.
Character of those responsible for policy making that is the
political class. But the bureaucratic machinery was also equally responsible for not applying their mind, the job they are
supposed to do. It was also the failure of character of the
common people who acted irresponsible enough to let
Corona flourish the second time. What an irony. We knew
what was required. Yet, we did what was not required. The
point is that this is not the first time a pandemic like this
has dealt a bloody blow. When are we going to learn? Maybe
not as long as we are not honest to admit our mistakes, learn
from them and let those who know the job do it. This is a
typical Indian scenario. We always find the wrong man for
the right place. You need nothing else to invite a disaster.
And so, it was. Saying that the common man erred may pass
on some portion of the blame to the scapegoat but that does
not absolve the political class of their sin. Governance was
more important than forming governments but people preferred the latter. It took a higher judiciary to point out how
callous some institutions have become. If people are honest to admit mistakes and learn from them things could
improve in the future. But hoping this is a tall order. The
chaos that has set in reminds of an old Gandhian quote —
When wealth is lost nothing is lost, when health is lost something is lost, but when character is lost everything is lost.
The point he wanted to emphasise was that character is the
all-important attribute. Character can help regain health and
wealth even if we lose these. But the present times have no
room for character, as wealth and health occupy the front
seat. The results are there to see. We still can make up for
the lost ground if we pick up the moral courage to own our
mistakes. But for that there is need to shed the ego, the king
size ego that always tells us that we are infallible. As the political class continues to pat its own back, situation is going
from bad to worse. Time for some soul searching. Gandhiji
had talked about seven social sins in his weekly newspaper Young India on October 22, 1925. It would be worthwhile recollecting them, which were — Wealth without work,
Pleasure without conscience, Knowledge without character, Commerce without morality, Science without humanity, Worship without sacrifice and Politics without principles. While all those sins are responsible for the present-day
situation, it may be prudent to identify the deadliest of the
sins talked by Gandhi 95 years ago. It is politics without principles that has become the biggest curse of the present times.
It is politics that is at the helm of everything. Though many
definitions of politics are there power is Central to all of them.
It is obsession with power that is the root cause of all evil.
While thinking of principled politics may sound utopian
only that can lead us out of the morass we are in.
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he sources of Krishna saga contain
varied accounts that speak of his multiple marriages. It is said Krishna was
married to 16,100 damsels. Most of these
marriages were a consequence of his military expeditions in the far-east of India, the
modern Assam. Krishna’s eight other marriages are referred to in the Puranas. While
most sources are silent over Krishna’s other
marriages, his marriage to Rukmini, his
chief queen, is cited in almost all the
sources of Krishna-saga — an argument
cited by many scholars to bracket him with
the popular monogamists of the age like
Shri Rama, Nala, Satyavan and the others.
These scholars, to prove their view,
quote a verse from the Mahabharata, which
equates Shri Krishna with the famous
monogamists of the age. It is said, Krishna
carried away Rukmini moved by her deep
love and desire to marry him. Later, they
duly wed at Dwarka. Next, during the syamantak-gem episode Krishna is cited to
have married Jambhavati and Satyabhama.
Thereafter, it is said Krishna married
Kalandi, River Yamuna-incarnate. His marriage to four maidens — Shrutakeerti,
Bhadra, Madri and Hemavati is mentioned
next.
The river goddess, Kalindi, had begged
to marry Krishna, which reflects his influence and power during the Dvapara-age.
Philosophically interpreting Krishna’s personae, it may be stated that Lord Krishna
with this bounteous grace undertook the
role of a husband to all women, who
looked upon him to be their guardian and
saviour. At the same time, he is perceived
to be the father to all the men of the world
[the second role makes the first role of the
Lord inevitable].
According to the Yoga system, there are
sixteen thousand one hundred nerves
which get united at a prime-place near the
Sushmna nerve, and a Yogi has to hold full

magine a world without God.
Everyone is on their own. There is
no karmaphala principle. Everything
is happening by chance, because with
no God, who will enforce the cause and
effect rule which is also known as the
karmaphala principle. Some people get
together like in a dictatorship and
control the masses by terrorising them.
You might say that this is happening in several countries, as in the past.
But you must remember that the
fiercest of the dictators eventually bit the
dust. So what does one make of that?
Simple, there is someone far superior
than any dictator howsoever powerful
he/she may be. That is God. We are
blessed to have God oversee everything.
Regarding their life span, no dictator could survive for long. However,
there are souls who live much beyond
hundred years. Some of these special
souls live even beyond that. To my
knowledge there is a saint who is said
to be five hundred years plus old. He
comes to attend the ‘Kumbha Mela’
every twelve years. That is how they
have estimated his age. He lives in the
Himalayas. He is one example, I know
of. But, there must be others who have
lived for longer years. How does it happen? Because God allows them this
privilege. They may wish not to be liberated just yet, having qualified for such
a privilege. God can allow them; and
only God can, because such souls benefit the mankind by their presence.
To understand this phenomenon,
we must get the hang of the cosmic
design. There is God, who is
omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient. He is the basis of everything.
Everything revolves around Him. He is
the one who creates, sets rules
(‘maryadas’), which everyone is expect-
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control of them for exercising and carrying
out some specific Yogic sadhanas. Shri
Krishna being an excellent Yogi used to
inculcate such austere sadhanas by exercising full control over his body with all these
nerves. He was styled as the Lord or the
Swami [husband] and master of these
nerves, which probably was taken to imply
his wives.
In the symbolic context, his so many
wives also imply his immumerable Vibhutis
in this world, reference to which is made in
the Vibhuti — Yoga of Gita (when Krishna
tells to Arjuna about this “ na asti anto me
divyam vibhutanam”). Likewise, his eight
chief queens including Rukmani are symbolically treated as implying three qualities
of Sattva, Rajas, Tamas (in human body);
the river Ganges, presiding goddess of the
Himalayas, Samaveda-mantras personified,
soul and the personified [Krishna] patients
virtue in itself.
Mythological, the multiple wives of

Krishna represent the Apsaras of Heaven in
their former lives with as well as the multiple incarnation of goddess Lakshmi. The
Apsaras assumed their next birth on earth
to attain Lord Krishna as their sole husband. Besides, Param Purusha Krishna’s
multiple wives are also symbolically viewed
as the different forms of Prakriti. In this
context, the relation between Param
Purusha and Prakriti corresponds to that
between husband and wife. So, Krishna, the
god has sixteen thousand one hundred
eight forms of Prakriti as his wives.
Likewise, his eight chief queens are symbolically represent major energies of Prakriti
known as Mula (primary) Prakriti, namely
— Tattva, Mahat, Ahamkara, Akasha,
Vayu, Tejas, Apas and Prithvi.
The writer, a noted Indologist and
authority on Krishnaite Studies, was a regular contributor to Agenda, The Pioneer. We
recently lost her to the pandemic. Her presence in the form of writings will be missed

ed to follow. Those who do are rewarded and those who do not, get punished.
These rewards and punishments are
not instantaneous. The Lord Himself
sets the example of following all
maryadas. Then, there are all of us,
souls, all equal. Yes, our material or otherwise bodies differ as also where we are
placed in the hierarchy which is based
upon our ‘karmas’, good or bad. Our
smallness is intrinsic, but this does not
prevent us from achieving very big tasks
like some scientists do or enlightened
saints do. Our smallness also does not
prevent some of us from becoming
despots, for which we are punished in
due course. As the arrangement is eternal, there is no rush for anything. All
divine actions are well thought out and
absolutely fair.
Back to some souls turning rogue
and causing mayhem with assistance of
some other willing souls, their smallness
comes in the way and they are helplessly punished. Therefore, there is no scope
of any soul becoming big at any time;

God is the only big soul, and will eternally remain so. This uniform smallness
of all souls also excludes giving unfair
advantage to any particular soul based
on different sizes of their bodies, they
being temporary.
God is there to discipline any soul,
that does not toe the line, and we should
be grateful for the protection granted by
the all-powerful God. The system is not
complicated. You have done pious
deeds and earned privileges. You are
expected to make good use of them to
make progress in the eternal journey. If
these are misused, punishment is on the
way once the good deeds have run out.
We shouldn’t get fooled by some years
of someone’s reign of terror; punishment
is coming but in a logical way — the
karmaphala way.
In conclusion, we can state that
there is the omnipotent God to both
protect us and reward us, some rogue
souls notwithstanding.
1XbW]^XXbPb_XaXcdP[faXcTaP]SRP]QTaTPRWTS
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aza has once again grabbed the
G
headlines. In East Jerusalem,
blood-stained streets and smoldering tyres are telltale signs of a gory
fight between the Israeli security
forces and the Hamas. The region is
witnessing the worst violence since
the 50-day war that took place in
2014. Today, the bitter truth for Israel
is that Hamas, an Islamic militant
group, controls the sensitive Gaza
region.
Palestinians live under Israeli settler colonialism. Their fear is based
on experience of torture, daily bout
of humiliations, constant denial of
basic freedoms, absence of dignity of
life, living and labour, imprisonment
and finally maiming and killing. So
it is ver y natural that ever y
Palestinian born there will have the
basic instinct to fight against the
Israeli occupation. The hatred is
growing towards Israel and its security forces. And if it goes like this for
any longer, war-like situation will be
a daily affair.
The moot point is what Israel
wants? Israel wants total control over
East Jerusalem. The current conflict
has emerged because of the forced
expulsion of Palestinian families
from the occupied East Jerusalem
neighborhood of Sheikh Jarrah.
Some sources say the lands occupied
by these families were originally
under Jewish ownership. But the
Palestinians see this as an extension
of an Israeli policy to displace as
many Palestinians as possible from
Jerusalem. The final aim is to reclaim
and retain a majority Jewish identity in the city.
Will Palestine ever get the
desired independent land? No, at
least for the foreseeable future. It
must be said here that the struggle
and jehad for Palestine will continue. The Islamic resistance movements like the Hamas, meaning
strength, will keep challenging the
very identity of the Israeli state. In
fact, the Hamas Covenant which
consists of 36 articles clearly highlights how the group will take the
Islamic movement further. Article 15
of the Covenant says that the jehad
for the liberation of Palestine is an
individual duty.
It says, “The day that enemies
usurp part of Muslim land, jehad
becomes the individual duty of every
Muslim. In face of the Jews usurpation of Palestine, it is compulsory that
the banner of jehad be raised. To do
this requires the diffusion of Islamic
consciousness among the masses,

B\^ZTaXbTbU^[[^fX]V8baPT[XPXabcaXZTb^]PQdX[SX]VX]6PiP2Xch^]5aXSPh

both on the regional, Arab and
Islamic ummah levels. It is necessary
to instill the spirit of jehad in the
heart of the nation so that they would
confront the enemies and join the
ranks of the fighters.”
Palestinians have resisted Israeli
occupation and colonisation for
decades now. Anger on the
Palestinian street has grown. People
are raising the banner of protest
against Israel. They claim that Israel
is making concerted efforts to erase
the Palestinian identity from the
land.
For now, Tel Aviv has rebuffed
any discussion for ceasefire. It vows
to continue the offensive. Benjamin
Netanyahu, the Prime Minister of
Israel, is in favour of stepping up its
Gaza strikes. He said, “At the conclusion of a situational assessment,
it was decided that both the might
of the attacks and the frequency of
the attacks will be increased.”
He also commented that “Hamas
and Islamic jehad paid… and will
pay a very heavy price for their belligerence… their blood is forfeit”.
This indicates that Israel will continue its offensive. There is a possibility that this will add fuel to the fire
over the decade’s long crisis in West
Asian region.
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The spokesman for UN
Secretary General Antonio Guterres
said he is saddened by the increasingly large number of casualties,
including children, from Israeli air
strike in Gaza and of Israeli fatalities
from rockets launched from Gaza.
He called for maximum restraint by
the Israeli security forces. The UN
has warned that the planned expulsion of the Palestinian families from
East Jerusalem by Israel could
amount to war crimes. But it also
lashed out at the Hamas for the indiscriminate launch of rockets and
mortars towards Israeli population
centres.
Meanwhile, the US postponed a
UN Security Council meeting on the
ongoing flare-up between Israel and
the Hamas for the next week. The
discussion was supposed to take
place this week, but the US is trying
to make room for diplomacy so as to
avert the worst situation in the contested Gaza territory. The US, a key
ally of Israel, has confirmed on
multiple occasions that the latter has
the full right to defend itself as the
terrorist groups from Gaza have
launched about 1,750 rockets into its
territory. However, US Secretary of
State Antony Blinken has brushed
aside all speculation that Washington

is trying to torpedo the crucial talks
altogether. President Joe Biden said,
“One of the things that I have seen
thus far is that there has not been a
significant overreaction.”
Around the same time, Israel has
been pummeling Gaza with air
strikes, levelling buildings leading to
killing of dozens of people. Biden has
already touted Israel’s right to selfdefense amid rocket attacks from the
Hamas that have killed dozens of
people. Thus the White House clarified that Jerusalem must be a place
of co-existence.
The European Union, a group of
27 nations, too has criticised the
Hamas for the war, by saying that
Palestinian rocket attacks on Israel
were totally unacceptable. And the
EU called on all sides to aim for deescalation and to prevent more civilian casualties. At the same time, EU
foreign policy chief Joseph Borrell
condemned eviction of Palestinian
families in East Jerusalem. He also
called the evictions illegal, saying it
only serves to fuel tensions.
British Prime Minister Boris
Johnson aired his view that “the UK
is deeply concerned by the growing
violence and civilian casualties and
we want to see urgent de-escalation
of tensions”. Arab League chief

Ahmed Aboul Gheit called the Israeli
air strikes indiscriminate and irresponsible.
However, Iranian Supreme
Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, a
known bete noire of the Israel state,
said “Zionists understand nothing
but the language of force, so the
Palestinians must increase their
power and resistance to force the
criminals to surrender and stop
their brutal acts.” Meanwhile the 57member group of the Organization
of Islamic Cooperation voiced its
concern over the deteriorating security scenario in East Jerusalem.
Now, as international call for
restraint has been raised, both the
Hamas and Israel must understand
that they are simply killing innocent
civilians. War is not the solution to
the land problem. The current crisis is only offering the radical elements on both sides a chance to
advance their agenda.
The massive deployment of
ground troops by the Netanyahu
Government on the border signals a
broader offensive in the coming
days. Moving armed forces near
Gaza raises the possibility of an invasion and a bloody war. The Israeli
Defence Forces (IDF) is preparing for
all kinds of eventualities and an esca-

lation at the moment. Such deployment of forces took place only in
2014.
As the war continues, global
media reports that most of the rockets fired by the Hamas are being
blocked by Israel’s Iron Dome
Defence System. However, some of
the rockets that got through the superior defence circuit killed only a few
people on the side of Israel. On the
other hand, the attacks launched by
Israel through its air force over
Gaza have been more deadly, with a
reported death toll over 90 so far. The
Iron Dome is designed to selectively deal with rocket attacks. And also
this system intercepts those enemy
rockets that head for populated
areas. The IDF claims that the Iron
Dome is around 90 per cent effective.
However, the sources say even a high
probability intercept rate can make
the Hamas efforts to destroy populated areas purely ineffective. It is to
be noted here that the Iron Dome
system was made with American
finance.
The constant struggle for
Palestine to establish its sovereign
identity has become a permanent
irritant for Israel. On the other
hand, Israeli attempt to maintain its
status quo and further expand and
also to evict illegal Palestinian occupants (according to Tel Aviv) from
East Jerusalem foment an ever
greater war in the region. The Hamas
wants the Jews dead and the state of
Israel eliminated. For them, it is not
about Israel, but this is ultimately
about the Jews.
Today, situation in East
Jerusalem is terribly unnerving. It is
time for the Israeli garrison state to
talk peace. The Hamas, only by
working as a proxy, will find it really difficult to bring a solution to the
Palestinians. Only result would be
death of civilians. And the hawks will
be happy. When the deadly, Covid19 is killing millions across the
globe, Tel Aviv and the Hamas must
not venture out to take more lives
anymore.
(Dr Makhan Saikia has taught
political science and international
relations for over a decade in
institutions of national and
international repute across the
country after specialisation in globalisation and governance from Tata
Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai.
He is the chief editor of the Journal of
Global Studies, an international
research journal)
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he second wave of CovidT
19 has exposed our lack of
preparedness for any medical
emergency as India has not
been able to meet any basic
medical requirements that do
not need complicated technology or high investment i.e.
medicines, oxygen, ventilators,
PPE kits, vaccine, etc. Had we
faced any other medical emergency related to a virus deadlier than SARS-Cov or some
other deadly radiation (as faced
by Japan after nuclear attack),
probably Indian population
would have halved by now.
Covid-19 has provided the
nation an opportunity to introspect problems in our healthcare system to effectively deal
with the ongoing pandemic
(which doesn’t seem to get
over before 2022), and any
potential health emergency in
the future. Rather than squarely blaming any past or present
government at the Centre or
State, the purpose of this column is to shake our policy
makers to realise the systemic
flaws and bottlenecks in the
way of development of robust
and inclusive health infrastructure in India.
First, we need to recognise
that the human health is interconnected with his surrounding environment, including
living species i.e. various animals, birds, etc. Rudolf
Virchow, a famous German
physicist and pathologist, also
known as Father of Modern
Pathology, coined a term called
Zoonosis to refer to any infectious disease which is transmitted from animals to
humans. A zoonotic disease is
caused by virus, bacteria, fun-

gus, etc, and travels from animals to human. He asserted
that there are no dividing lines,
nor should there be between
animal and human medicine.
The UN Food and
Agriculture Organization’s
report “World Livestock 2013”
states an important fact that 60
per cent of all new infectious
diseases that emerged in last
three decades are zoonotic diseases. Viral outbreaks in recent
years like nipahvirus, ebola
virus, swine flu (H1N1) virus,
avian influenza (H5N1) virus,
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS CoV) are all
zoonotic viruses. According
to World Health Organization
(WHO), zoonotic pathogens
represent a clear threat to global health. The entire world is at
higher risk of future pandemics, primarily of animal
origin and combating it would
require good co-ordination
among medical science, veterinary science, environmental
science and other biological
sciences.
Realising the importance
of this coordination, William
Osler, the father of modern
medicine and founder of the
discipline of veterinary pathology, and Calvin Schwabe
(chairperson of a new
Department of Epidemiology
and Preventive Medicine at
the University of California)
advocated “one medicine” for
all.
The second systemic flaw
is more relevant to India. It is
the presence of an extremely
high educational hierarchy,
which places MBBS course at
the top while degrading all
other health professionals and
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scientists. This mindset is so
deep rooted that any talented
student pursuing a course in
virology, immunology, nursing,
physiotherapy or non-allopathic medical courses, etc, is
considered inferior because of
his/her inability to secure
admission to an MBBS course.
On the one hand, this hierarchy demoralises other allied
fields, and on the other, it
paves the way for undue interference by MBBS doctors in the
other fields. This leads to a barrier in the development of
these fields. Moreover, Indian
doctors despite their huge
potential, rarely take up medical research as it is less remunerating compared to consultancy, which is highly paid.
A lot of services that can be
taken care of by these professionals cannot be performed by
MBBS doctors. When a new
and unknown disease first hits

a country, the role of doctors/nurses becomes vital. They
are expected to treat/care
patients with the existing medications/knowledge. When it
becomes difficult to treat
patients with the existing
framework, then the role of
virologist, geneticist, veterinary doctor, microbiologist,
pharmacologist and immunologist becomes crucial to
understand the properties and
origin of the new virus to
develop medicines and vaccines. After developing vaccines, nurses play an important
role in vaccinating the people.
Depending on the kind of disease, if it causes complications
relating to mobility, muscular
contractures, etc, among
patients, then the role of physiotherapist becomes important; and if complications make
the patient physically disabled
or orthopedically handicapped

then begins the role of prosthetist and orthotist to figure
out devices to help them.
The risk of zoonosis has
increased due to the present
human activities such as demographic alterations, increased
movement across various continents, disturbing natural phenomenon and over exploitation
of the environment. It brings
the environmentalist into the
picture. Thus, it is clear that an
integrated approach toward a
public health emergency is an
effective way to deal with the
unknown disease. Creating a
hierarchy between the professions of the same sector can
weaken our fight against any
disease.
Moreover, these professionals (virologists, immunologists, orthotics & prosthetics,
physiotherapist, occupational
therapist) could have played a
very crucial role during the

ongoing pandemic to meet the
shortage of health workers, by
being given a very short training. It is worth mentioning here
that the educational courses
studied by these professionals
have a lot of syllabi common
with
MBBS
course.
Unfortunately, we have failed to
utilise their huge potential.
Thirdly, India has a huge
shortage of doctors which is
reflected by the indicator of
population served by a doctor,
which is one of the highest in
the world. Despite availability
of huge talent, this artificial
shortage is due to unnecessary
stringent rules to establish a
medical college and limited
medical seats. Devi Prasad
Shetty, one of the leading cardiologists in India, suggested
that the Government can build
around 300 new medical colleges without any cost which
can offer 30,000 new seats. He
argued that medical education can be provided to the students even in a single building
and for practical training they
can be taken to hospitals.
According to him most governments refrain from creating
new medical colleges since it
requires an investment of
around C450 crore and a time
span of around 5 years. Further,
the annual maintenance cost of
a medical college is also around
C150 crore. Educating medical
students in a simple building
without health infrastructure
and training them practically in
hospitals is the simplest and
most cost-effective way of
meeting the current demand
for doctors.
Lastly, gradual withdrawal
of most successive govern-

ments from health infrastructure has resulted in the shortages of hospital beds, oxygen,
ventilators, etc. We can clearly notice an obsession of all
governments with health insurance schemes especially for
the last two decades, rather
than expanding existing public health infrastructure. It is
worth mentioning here that
health insurance generate additional burden on the existing
health infrastructure rather
than creating any new health
infrastructure. If the same
amount that has been spent on
health insurances by all governments in last two decades
had been used to expand health
infrastructure, it would have
expanded our medical facilities
by around 10 per cent, which
would have not only provided
a lot of jobs but also saved the
lives of lakhs of people.
Moreover, we can find numerous reports of misuse of insurance schemes by private hospitals by inflating bills through
unnecessary medical testing.
This has depleted most of the
insurance coverage.
It is high time when all
Governments in India (Centre
or State) should come together to prepare a roadmap to
abolish all systemic flaws in our
health system. Let us learn
from this pandemic and prepare ourselves better for any
other such threat to human life
in the future.
(The writer is currently
pursuing masters in prosthetics
and orthotics from Pt Deen
Dayal Upadhyay National
Institute for Persons with
Physical Disabilities, New Delhi)
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CWXbfTTZZTT_h^dabcaTbb[TeT[d]STaRWTRZc^bcPh
X]V^^SWTP[cW3TP[fXcWP]h_a^Q[T\bcWPcR^\Td_
_WhbXRP[[hS^]³ccahc^Pe^XScWT\1TbdaTc^VTc
T]^dVWaTbc8Uh^d]TTSWTP[X]VPbZU^aXcBT]bXcXeT
_T^_[T]TTSRPaX]V]dacdaX]V\PbbPVTP]SWdVb
Ua^\UaXT]Sbc^bcPhWTP[cWh>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c^cWTa
_T^_[T\Ph^__^bTh^da]TfXSTPb^a_a^_^bP[bQdc
XUh^dZ]^fcWPch^d³aTaXVWcc^V^PWTPSH^dPaT
T]cWdbXPbcXRUd[[^UT]TaVhP]SfP]cc^_dch^daQTbc
Qdc^cWTabPaT]^ccPZX]VXc_^bXcXeT[h;TPeTh^da
bX\_[XRXchQTWX]SQTb\PacP]SP[Xcc[TPacXRd[PcT>]
cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^daaT[PcX^]bWX_fX[[\^eTX]c^P
[XVWcTaTPbXTaP]S\^aTQP[P]RTS_WPbTfWT]h^dPaT
bdaT^Uh^dabT[U

CT]bX^]P]SST_aTbbX^]\XVWccPZTPc^[[[TPeX]Vh^d
P]TgWPdbcTSP]Sd]STaR^]UXST]cATPSX]V
\TSXcPcX^]P]S[XVWcTgTaRXbTbfX[[QaX]VaT[XTUP]S
V^^Sb[TT_fX[[WT[_c^X\_a^eTh^dabcPcT^U\X]S
D]RTacPX]cXTbP]SR^]UdbX^]X][XUTfX[[\T[cPfPhXU
h^dWPeTP_^bXcXeTP]SRaTPcXeT\X]S>]cWTf^aZ
Ua^]ch^d]TTSc^\PZT`dXRZSTRXbX^]bDbTh^da
X]cT[[XVT]RTP]S[^VXRU^aV^^SRPdbTS^]^cfPbcT
h^dacX\TX]SXb_dcTbCWTb^[dcX^]c^cWT_a^Q[T\Xb
P[aTPShcWTaT^afX[[R^\Tb^^]>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]cf^aZfXcWR^^[\X]ScWP]cWTaPVX]VWTPac8UX]
PaT[PcX^]bWX_cWXbRP]QTP\PZT^aQaTPZ_TaX^S
CWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^QTR[TPaPQ^dcfWPch^dfP]c^dc
^Uh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_bP]ScWT]cPZTbcT_bPRR^aSX]V[h

>]cWTWTP[cWUa^]ch^dSTRXSTc^bT[UeP[XSPcTP]S
QT[XTeTX]h^dabT[UPbfT[[Pbh^dacP[T]cbH^da\^cc^
U^aPSXbTPbTUaTTWP__hUP\X[hfX[[ZTT_h^dQdbh8cXb
cX\Tc^X\PVX]TW^fc^cP[[hSXUUTaT]cP]Sf^]STaUd[
cWX]VbRP]QT?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dPaT_^bXcXeTP]Scah
c^QaX]V[^eTP]SR^\_PbbX^]c^h^daf^aZH^dPaT
WXVW[hX]cdXcXeTc^^?T^_[TPaTP\PiTSc^bTTcWXbbXST
c^h^d5^Rdb^]h^daV^P[bP]ScPaVTcb1TUXa\P]S
STcTa\X]TSCW^bTX]QdbX]Tbb]TTSc^QTc^dVWX]cWT
\^]ThcaP]bPRcX^]b>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]c\X]SWTPac
P]ST\^cX^]bPaTV^X]VX]SXUUTaT]cfPhbCWXbXbP
WXVW[hT\^cX^]P[cX\TX][^eTaT[PcX^]bWX_bCWX]VbRP]
`dXRZ[hQTR^\TWTPcTSCaTPch^da[^eTa[XZTPUaXT]S
3^]³cQTX]PWdaahc^T]S^ac^QTVX]PaT[PcX^]bWX_

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da BX[eTa
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da >aP]VT
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa 
;dRZhR^[^da HT[[^f
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh
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CWXbfTTZXbPV^^ScX\Tc^T]Y^hh^daWTP[cWP]SPSS
TgcaPRWPa\c^h^da_Tab^]PH^dPaTRWTTaUd[
W^_TUd[P]SUd[[^U[XUTH^dcPZTV^^SRPaT^U
h^dabT[UP]ScWT_T^_[Th^dPaTR^]RTa]TSfXcW
2^\_a^\XbX]V^]WTP[cWXbbdTbXb]^cPSeXbPQ[T
1P[P]RX]Vh^daf^aZP]SaT[PcX^]bXbX\_^acP]c>]
cWTRPaTTaUa^]cQTRPdcX^dbXUh^dPaTX]PY^QU^[[^f
cWTSXbRX_[X]TP]SbTcad[TbU^acWT^aVP]XbPcX^]h^d
PaTf^aZX]VfXcWT[bTQTaTPShc^UPRTSXb_[TPbdaT^U
h^dabT]X^ab1dbX]Tbb\T]bW^d[SQTRPaTUd[X]
\^]ThcaP]bPRcX^]CWTaTP__TPac^QTR^]U[XRcbP]S
R^]Ua^]cPcX^]bfWXRW\Ph\PZTh^d[^bTh^daRP[\
>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d\PhVTcX]e^[eTSX]PVaTPc
aT[PcX^]bWX_A^\P]RTXbX]cWTPXa

H^dfX[[QT_^bXcXeTRaTPcXeTP]SWP__hV^[dRZhcWXb
fTTZCWXbXbP]TgRT[[T]ccX\Tc^U[Pd]ch^daRWPa\
P]ST]Y^hcWT_PcW^U_Tab^]P[STeT[^_\T]cCWT
R^\_[TcT]TbbbT]bT^UeXcP[XchP]S_TPRT^U\X]SfX[[
\PZTh^dPeTahTUUXRXT]c_Tab^]>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c
h^dPaTR^]UXST]cP]SaTPShc^UPRTP]hRWP[[T]VTb
H^dfX[[fX]P]SPccPX]PRR^[PSTbU^ah^da
_TaU^a\P]RTcWXbfTTZH^dfX[[QTX]h^dabT]X^a³b
V^^SQ^^Zb3^]^c[TccWXbbdRRTbbVTcX]c^h^da
WTPS>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]cQTRPaTUd[PbcWTaT
PaTRWP]RTb^UR^d]cTaUTXc[^eT8]eTbcXVPcTQTU^aT
h^dcPZTP]hUX]P[STRXbX^]4gXbcX]VaT[PcX^]bbW^d[S
R[TPacWTS^dQcbP]SR^]UdbX^]bXUP]hc^Pe^XS
\Xbd]STabcP]SX]VX]UdcdaT

H^dPaT[XZT[hc^RWP]VTh^da\X]SaPSXRP[[hPQ^dc
b^\TcWX]VcWPch^dcWX]ZXbfa^]VfXcWh^d_WhbXRP[[h
3^]^cXV]^aTTeTahcWX]Vh^daS^Rc^aWPbc^[Sh^d
aPcWTaVXeTXcSTT_cW^dVWcCW^bTbdUUTaX]VUa^\bTaX^db
PX[\T]cb]TTSc^QTd]STacWTR^]bcP]c^QbTaePcX^]^U
S^Rc^ab>]cWTf^aZUa^]cVTccX]VR^]UdbTSPQ^dc
fWTcWTac^[TPeTcWT_aTbT]cY^QbcPacX]VPQdbX]Tbb^a
b^\Td]STbXaPQ[TRXaRd\bcP]RTbXb[XZT[hc^cPZT_[PRT
2WP]VX]VbdQYTRcb^aUXT[S^UcT]VTcbh^d]^fWTaT5X]S
^dch^daX]cTaTbcP]S_^cT]cXP[bCWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^QT
UXa\X]h^daSTRXbX^]bP]SZTT_h^daThTbP]STPab
^_T]>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccWTaTPaTW^_TP]S
WP__X]Tbb^]P]T\^cX^]P[[TeT[P[^]VfXcWP]TfbT]bT
^UbTRdaXch_a^cTRcX^]P]SaTR^eTah

;dRZh]d\QTa '
;dRZhR^[^da FWXcT
;dRZhSPh FTS]TbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da <dbcPaS
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTh
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^d]TTSPQaTPZUa^\]^a\P[[XUTCWTaTXb
P]TTSc^b[^fS^f]cWTWTRcXRf^aZ_PRTP]SaT[Pg
3^]^c_dbWh^dabT[UfWT]h^dPaTcXaTSXc\PhRPdbT
X[[]TbbP]SX]Ydah>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dWPeTcWT
QT]TUXcb^Uh^daR^\\d]XRPcX^]Q^cWeTaQP[^afaXccT]
P]SfX[[VTcPV^^S]TfbaTVPaSX]Vh^daRPaTTa
1dbX]Tbb\T]R^d[SPR`dXaTPbTRdaT_^bXcX^]
\^]TcPaX[hCW^bTX]bTaeXRTfX[[VTccWTbd__^ac^U
cWTXabT]X^abP]SQ^bbfWXRWXb[XZT[hc^_a^eTP
bcT__X]Vbc^]TX]cWTXaRPaTTa1TRPdcX^dbbcPh
U^RdbTS^]fWPch^dfP]cc^PRWXTeT>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]cP]TfQTVX]]X]VP]SWXVWTaTg_TRcPcX^]bPaT^]
cWTRPaSbCWXbXbcWTcX\TfWT]h^d]TTS]^c_dcTgcaP
TUU^acbX]c^cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_PaTP

CWXbfTTZf^aZ^]QP[P]RX]Vh^daRWPZaPb ^ah^da
Q^Sh\X]SP]Sb_XaXc?PhPST`dPcTPccT]cX^]c^P[[
cWaTT<TSXcPcX^]P]S?aP]PhP\fX[[f^aZf^]STaUd[[h
CWTQT]TUXcbPaTUPaVaTPcTacWP]P]hTUU^ach^dRP]_dc
^dc?a^UTbbX^]P[[hR^]]TRcX^]bfXcW]Tf_T^_[T
Tb_TRXP[[h_T^_[TUa^\^cWTa[P]SbfX[[QTQT]TUXRXP[
CWXbXbcWTcX\TU^a\PZX]V]TfQdbX]TbbSTP[bbXV]X]V
]Tf_a^YTRcbP]SPbbXV]\T]cb2aPRZh^da_^cT]cXP[
BcPabPaTUPe^daX]Vh^d2aTPcXeXchRWP]VTP]S
STeT[^_\T]cPaTcWTcWT\Tb^UcWTfTTZ>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]c]TfXSTPbP]S_[P]bfX[[RTacPX][hWT[_h^dc^
aTeXcP[XbTh^daaT[PcX^]bfXcW[^eTS^]Tb;^eTXbX]cWTPXa
P]Sh^dPaTX]Ud[[\^^Sc^Tg_aTbbh^daUTT[X]VbCWXbXb
PV^^ScX\Tc^\PZTaT[PcX^]b

CWXbfTTZcPZTb^\TcX\T^dcU^ah^dabT[U7TP[cWfXbT
h^dPaT^]cWTaXVWccaPRZ:TT_S^X]VfWPch^dPaT
S^X]V;TPa]\^aTPQ^dcaXcdP[bUa^\cWT_PbcCWThfX[[
STT_T]h^dab_XaXcdP[d]STabcP]SX]VP]S_aPRcXRTP]S
WT[_h^dc^QaX]VQP[P]RT>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c[^cb^U
PRcXeXchVTccX]VcWX]VbPRR^\_[XbWTSPaT^]cWTRPaSb
H^d\Ph\PZTh^da_TTab[^^ZQPSH^dS^]³cUTT[cXaTS*
QTX]VPf^aZPW^[XRXbh^da_PbbX^]:TT_h^daQTWPeX^da
X]RWTRZcWTaTPaTRWP]RTb^UdbX]VWPabWf^aSbcWPc
RaTPcTPW^bcX[TbXcdPcX^]Pa^d]Sh^d<PX]cPX]h^daR^^[
P]ST`dX[XQaXd\fWPcTeTacWTbXcdPcX^]cWPc`dP[XchfX[[
PSSPUTPcWTac^h^daRPaTTa>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]cXU
h^dPaTRdaaT]c[hR^\\XccTSXc\PhfT[[aXbTc^]TfP]S
QTccTaWTXVWcbb^^]

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTh
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa &
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTT]
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa $
;dRZhR^[^da1[PRZ
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh
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;XbcT]c^h^daQ^ShfXcWVaTPcRPaTP]SPccT]cX^]H^d
PaTTXcWTa^eTaTPcX]V^abcPaeX]Vh^dabT[Uc^[^bT
fTXVWc1^cWbXcdPcX^]bPaTQPSU^aWTP[cW1aX]VX]V
QP[P]RTX]U^^SWPQXcb]^c^][hWT[_bh^dc^\PX]cPX]
h^dafTXVWcQdcXcVXeTbh^dPR^]UXST]c\X]SbTcH^d
PaT^cWTafXbTWP[TWTPachT]Y^hcWTfTTZ>]cWT
f^aZUa^]cX]eTbc\T]cS^]TX]cWT_PbcXbR^\X]Vc^
UadXcX^]cWXbfTTZCWXbRP]QT[XcTaP[bdRWPbPQP]Z
PRR^d]caTcda]X]V\^]Thc^h^dH^dfX[[QTaTP_X]V
fWPch^dWPeTb^f]H^dPaTX]cWTV^^SQ^^Z^Uh^da
bT]X^aP]Sb^^]cWTaTfX[[QTaTfPaSb>]cWT_Tab^]P[
Ua^]c[^eTP]ST\^cX^]bPaTcPZX]VPQPRZbTPch^d
_aTUTaXb^[PcX^]CW^bTR^\\XccTS\dbcbcPh
R^]]TRcTSfXcWcWTXacX\Tc^ZTT_cWTb_PaZP[XeT

H^d]TTSc^QP[P]RTh^daWTP[cWTUU^acbfXcWh^da
_Tab^]P[P]S_a^UTbbX^]P[aTb_^]bXQX[XcXTb1TbdaTcWPc
h^dPaTcPZX]VcX\TU^aaTbcP]SWTP[X]V8Uh^d_dc
h^dabT[U[Pbc^]cWT[Xbc^UcWX]Vbh^daWTP[cWfX[[bdUUTa
<PZTbdaTh^dPaTcPZX]VPST`dPcTb[TT_c^^>]cWT
_a^UTbbX^]P[Ua^]cXUh^dPaT[^^ZX]VU^aPY^Qh^dWPeT
cWTPQX[XchP]ScWTbZX[[c^UX]SXc8Uh^dPaTP[aTPSh
T\_[^hTSh^dfX[[UX]SPQTccTa_^bXcX^]8UcWTaT³b]^
a^^\U^aP_a^\^cX^]Pch^daRdaaT]cY^QVXeTbTaX^db
cW^dVWcc^UX]SX]Vb^\TcWX]VfWTaTcWTaTXbP
_^bbXQX[Xch>]cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_Ua^]cXUh^dPaT
R^\\XccTSS^]³cWTbXcPcTc^b_TPZh^da\X]Sc^h^da
QT[^eTSH^dbcP]SfXcW_aXSTP]STg_aTbbh^da
UTT[X]VbCWXbfX[[^][hX\_a^eTh^daaT[PcX^]bWX_

CWXbfTTZh^dPaT[XZT[hc^UTT[bcaTbbTS^dcH^d\Ph
QTbd__aTbbX]Vh^daT\^cX^]bP]ScWXbfX[[X\_PRc
h^daQ^Sh]TVPcXeT[h1TRPaTUd[W^ffWT]P]SfWTaT
h^deT]ch^daT\^cX^]P[aTPRcX^]b0]hcWX]VcWPc
aTSdRTbh^dabcaTbb[TeT[fX[[QTWT[_Ud[CWX]Z_^bXcXeT
BcPhRP[\P]SR^]]TRcTS0]VTaXbPbX[T]cZX[[Ta>]cWT
RPaTTaUa^]ccT]bX^]XbX]SXRPcTS1T_^bXcXeTcWXbXbP
cT\_^aPah_WPbTCW^bT[^^ZX]VU^aPY^QRWP]VTcWXb
XbcWTaXVWccX\T4gTRdcT_[P]bfXcWbX]RTaXchH^dWPeT
cWT_^cT]cXP[c^PRWXTeTcWTSTbXaTS_^bXcX^]>]cWT
_Tab^]P[Ua^]ccWTcX\TXbaXVWcU^ab^d[bTPaRWX]VP]S
SXbR^eTah^UcWTX]]TaaTP[\b8cXbPeTah_^bXcXeTcX\T
U^ah^dP]SP]TgRT[[T]c^__^acd]Xchc^bcaT]VcWT]
aT[PcX^]bWX_b^UP[[ZX]Sb

;dRZh]d\QTa #
;dRZhR^[^da 8]SXV^
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa %
;dRZhR^[^da ?da_[T
;dRZhSPh CWdabSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !!
;dRZhR^[^da 1a^f]
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh
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he Ganapati imagery and the story
line running around makes out an
interesting reading. He is perceived
as having the head of an elephant with a
single tusk. He has a small mouse as his
mount. Animal forms have been extensively used in Indian tradition to enlighten us on one or the other virtue, vital to
qualitative existence, evident in the particular animal’s behavioural pattern. The
fact that animal behaviour is in public
knowledge, it provides easy ground to
make an analogy.
Let us first have a brief run into the
legend pertaining to his origin. It is
believed that Goddess Parvati, Lord
Shiva’s consort, made a beautiful clay idol
in human form. She then infused life
into it. He was named Ganesa.
The story suggests that our gross
bodies are made of earthly matters.
When the fundamental element of consciousness becomes available to the
form-body, it becomes alive. It implies
that left to itself, the gross body made of
earthly matter would remain a dead matter. The paradox, however, is that most of
us just identify oneself with the gross
body, seldom realising that our
dynamism is actually rooted to the con-

T
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sciousness element. This eternal truth
needs to be understood and acknowledged, is what comes out of this story.
In the above context, it is worth
mentioning here once again that as per
ancient India’s perception, Lord Shiva
symbolises the transcendent consciousness — the seed-potential to create life.
His consort Parvati, by Herself no different from Lord Shiva, serves as His kinetic side, the immanent consciousness, the
power by which She makes life flow. The
above legend needs to be understood in
this background.
The legend further states that once
Ganesa stood guard with the instruction
that he should ensure that no body disturbs Parvati while bathing in her private
chamber. Meanwhile, Lord Shiva comes
to join His consort. Ignorant of the fact
that Lord Shiva is his mother’s spouse,
Ganesa did not allow Him access and
rather stood firm in His path. When all
persuasions failed, a battle followed in
which, enraged Lord Shiva chopped off
Ganesa’s head. When Parvati learnt of
Ganesa’s death, her ire got aroused. In a
fit of anger, having lost her sensibility,
She could have destroyed the whole
Universe. Everybody got alarmed.

To pacify Parvati, Narada was sent to
her as a messenger. Parvati agreed to
relent on two conditions: (a) that Ganesa
had to be brought back to life and (b) he
should be granted Godly status with all
divine rights. In deference to Her wishes,
first Ganesa’s headless body was bathed
and cleaned. Meanwhile, the head was
lost in the din of battle. Shiva then sent
out his companions with the instruction
to kill and bring the head of the first living being in sight. That happened to be
an elephant with one tusk. The elephant’s
head was transplanted on Ganesa’s body.
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, the God trinity personified, respectively assigned
with the functions of creation, sustenance and recycling life, joined hands
and brought back the dead Ganesa to
life. Shiva accepted Ganesa as His son.
He also made Him the lord of His companions (the ganas), and so is also called
Ganapati (the lord of gana-s).
Here, how true is the story, is not the
point of deliberation. It is actually suggestive of the fact that be it an animal or
a human existence, their dynamic existence is rooted in a common factor —
the consciousness element. Second, it is
only when all constituents of a form-
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body are in place that the consciousness
element would be manifest. But for a
form-existence in place, the consciousness element would not be in reckoning.
Let us now look at the educative
import inlaid with this particular symbolism. Elephant is one animal which
has sensibilities and emotions akin to a
human being. It lives in herd where the
order of their leader is strictly obeyed.
They remain as possessive of their mates
as human beings. They can be seen
weeping following death of their fellow
being. They are even believed to dig
ground and bury their dead. They get
enraged if ever their privacy is ever
encroached upon. And since they have
longest memory, the elephant hits upon
the person who encroached his privacy,
if ever noticed much later. The elephant
exactly remembers the track it followed
in the past in search of food or water and
will try that option when faced with
scarcity. Thus, goes the proverb: “elephantine memory” to mean infallible
memory.
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